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How to use this resource 
 

Who is it for? 

Students sitting the 2020 Economics B advanced level examination, and their teachers. The resource 

is designed to assist students specifically with Paper 3, due to be sat on 8
th
 June 2020. For this paper, 

pre-release material is issued each November and Paper 3 will require students to apply the pre-

release information across the specification they have studied over the previous two years. This year, 

the title of the pre-release material is Risk and Uncertainty. 

What principles lie behind it? 

Following the research tasks outlined in the pre-release material, this resource examines the role of 

risk and uncertainty within the context of the 2015 specification. It aims to cover all the likely areas 

that might be examined in the June examination.  

So how do I actually use it? 

Each of the main chapters contains enough material for at least two to three hours work, either in a 

class room context or for private study – or a combination of the two.  Questions and suggested 

answers are contained in the appendix. They are not lesson plans, but contain all the background 

material teachers need to create their own lesson plans. The Case Study assumes some basic 

knowledge of the course contents on the part of students. 

Technical terms, when used for the first time, are put in bold. Not all of these are absolutely required, 

as some are not mentioned in the specification, but all will enhance students’ knowledge and 

appreciation of the subject 

 

The accompanying CD contains all the work up to the end of Chapter 4. The CD comes with a 

licence to use the work within the purchasing institution.  

Do I need anything else? 

You need the pre-release material.   

Gerald Wood   18
th
 January 2020 
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Chapter 1 The meaning and nature of risk and uncertainty 

How are risk and uncertainty defined? [see 4.5.1: the difference between risk and uncertainty] 

Figure 1.1 Some definitions of risk and uncertainty 

 Risk Uncertainty 

1. exposure to some type of danger and the 

possibility of loss or injury - Investopedia 

a situation in which something is not known – 

Cambridge English Dictionary 

2. the potential for uncontrolled loss of something 

of value, such as physical health, social status, 

emotional well-being, or financial wealth. - 

Wikipedia 

a potential, unpredictable, and uncontrollable 

outcome - Wikipedia 

3. The probability of something happening 

multiplied by the resulting cost [or benefit] if it 

does - Wikipedia 

a state of limited knowledge where it is 

impossible to exactly describe the existing state 

or a future outcome - Wikipedia 

4. Common to most definitions of risk is 

uncertainty and undesirable outcomes – 

stakeholdermap.com 

a state of doubt about the future or about what 

is the right thing to do – Collins Dictionary 

 Synonyms (i.e. words that mean very much the same) 

 Danger, threat, hazard, peril, jeopardy. Debatable, tentative, unclear, doubt, fuzziness, 

lack of sureness 

These definitions enable us to make the following points about these two concepts: 

Risk may be thought of as a type of uncertainty 

This is most evident from our fourth definition of risk which refers to a) uncertainty, and b) undesirable 

outcomes. So we could say that risk is a sub-set of uncertainty. This could be illustrated in the following Venn 

diagram: 

Figure 1.2: The relationship between risk and uncertainty 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

A risk (in area A) could be anything 

from a fall in share prices to an 

outbreak of measles. Because such 

events are also uncertain they are 

included within the wider grouping 

of uncertain events. 

In the doughnut-shaped area B are 

events which are uncertain but do 

not carry with them the possibility 

of loss. Examples are harder to 

come by than you might imagine. 

Even something as inconsequential 

as a shower of rain which carries no 

risk for most of us might cause real 

harm to a farmer. Perhaps we need 

to go out of this world to find a 

secure example: the number of 

planets in our galaxy is uncertain – 

but whatever the number this is 

unlikely to cause any of us loss or 

harm. 

A 

B 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/situation
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/known
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_health
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_status
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/doubt
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/future
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Risk matters, uncertainty on its own doesn’t 

From this it should be clear that uncertainty on its own is not worth wasting time over. We may be uncertain 

about how the socks in our sock drawer are stacked, but if it really makes no difference one way or the other 

then there is no problem to be solved. From this we may conclude that the subject of our study is primarily 

risk, not uncertainty. Indeed, the Economics B specification mentions the word ‘risk’ 11 times and the word 

‘uncertainty’ only four. And most of these four mentions describe events which would also result in harm and 

could therefore properly be described as risks too. 

Of course, there will be some subjectivity as to the question of what constitutes a risk and what does not. To 

refer back to our sock drawer, followers of de-cluttering expert Marie Kondo may, of course, view an untidy 

sock drawer as a personal disaster! More seriously, one woman facing the removal of a breast following a 

cancer diagnosis may experience severe psychological harm while another one may emerge from the ordeal 

relatively unscathed emotionally. Or again, while a personal financial collapse drives some to take their own 

lives others have learnt ‘the secret of being content in any and every situation’.
1
 Put another way, what causes 

harm to one person may not – or may not to the same degree – cause harm to another. There is therefore an 

element of subjectivity – of personal opinion – as to what constitutes a risk. 

The concept of risk is used in many different fields 

We shall, of course, be focussing on economic risk as this work is written for those doing an Economics A-

level. But risk is highly relevant in a number of fields. For example, in medicine treatment outcomes are both 

uncertain yet carry potentially high costs to patients. Many medical decisions entail the balancing of different 

risks: is it more risky to operate on a patient suffering from both diabetes and a heart condition or not? 

Equally, much of social work is concerned with estimating risk, for example in deciding which vulnerable 

children or adults should be placed on an ‘at risk’ register. Then risk plays a key part in politics. Many voters 

viewed the December 2019 election as entailing a weighing up of different risks. Were they prepared to ‘risk’ 

Brexit, or would they prefer to ‘risk’ a Corbyn-led government? And of course in our increasingly litigious 

and fearful world school teachers are not exempt. They have had to learn the art of carrying out ‘risk 

assessments’ before taking students on school trips.  

Judging the seriousness of a risk 

The normal way to judge the seriousness of a risk is to work out the harm of an event would cause, measured 

in financial terms, and multiply that figure by the probability of it happening. A company might estimate there 

was a 10% risk of a global recession in the next year, and that such an outcome would cost them an average of 

£50 million. The severity of the risk would, therefore, be measured at (£50 million x 10% =) £5 million. Or 

again, the absence through long-term sickness or death of a chief executive might be estimated to cost a 

company £20 million, and there might be a 3% chance of this happening in any year. In this case the severity 

of the risk would be (£10 million x 3% =) £300,000. Indeed, it is possible for companies to take out what is 

called “key man” insurance to guard against precisely this eventuality. For an annual payment of – say – 

£400,000, an insurance company would agree to pay out £10 million in the event of the said illness or death 

taking place. 

Of course, both the monetary value of a harmful event and the probability of it happening are often extremely 

difficult if not impossible to work out. Nevertheless the courts often have to make an attempt to measure 

harm. Both institutions and individuals can be sued for damages in court if their negligence results in harm, 

and it is up to the courts to put a figure on the harm caused. For example, how much should be paid to the 

parents of a child whose death was caused by the failure of doctors to carry out a check which would have 

spotted a life-threatening disease? Or how much should be paid to the victim of a random stabbing? Or to an 

employee dismissed unfairly from their job? 

Then in other contexts no money will – or should – change hands, but the harm is just as real. How much 

money might compensate a person for the break-down of a personal relationship – or for the failure of a sixth 

                                                      
1
 Philippians 4.12 
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form student to get onto the university course of their choice? However, even in instances like these we have 

to make our own assessments, even if these are not expressed in monetary terms. The effort we put into 

maintaining a personal relationship – or getting onto a particular university course – will in part reflect the 

harm we think we will suffer if we do not achieve our desired goal. 

Insurable risks [See 4.5.1, the role of insurance in business] 

In the previous section we mentioned the example of ‘key man’ insurance. The way that insurance works is 

that risks are ‘pooled’ among large numbers of people or organisations. Each participating economic agent 

pays an annual fee (known as the ‘insurance premium’). Added up together, the money is then used to 

compensate the few contributors who – unluckily – suffer from the adverse event. The collection of the 

premiums and their distribution to the unlucky few is carried out by an insurance company. These are 

generally profit-seeking enterprises, so the premiums collected will normally be much greater than the money 

paid out. The difference covers the administration and marketing costs of the company and will normally 

leave a profit too. 

Insurance is a key product of the broader industry known as ‘finance’. It is such a simple yet powerful idea 

that there is immense demand for it. People will insure anything of value to them: house-and-contents 

insurance, car insurance, life insurance, illness insurance – even pet insurance to cover their medical bills. It is 

also common practice to be offered insurance when buying electrical items such as computers and washing 

machines. It is often called ‘break-down cover’ and offers the buyer free repairs or replacement, typically for 

three or five years, in return for a single fixed payment. 

How much insurance should households buy? Most people are relatively poor at estimating likely risk, so 

insurance companies exploit this to offer vastly over-priced deals – unless competition keeps prices down. The 

very worst deals are typically offered at the time of purchase when price comparison is difficult if not 

impossible. If, for example, you have decided to buy a washing machine then the sales person is likely to offer 

you a ‘warranty’ – only after you have decided to make the main purchase – at a price far in excess of what 

you would pay for an identical warranty if you went on-line and looked for the best deal. Over 99% of 

households would in any case do far better to put the money they would have spent on warranties into a 

personal savings account, and then use this to contribute to the price of new equipment as and when necessary. 

Are there then any circumstances when insurance represents a good deal? Yes, when the risk you are insuring 

against is very unlikely to happen, yet would represent an unbearable loss if it did. The classic example is 

house insurance. While only a tiny percentage of houses burn down or collapse due to subsidence, most 

households would find this a very heavy financial loss. Because the chances of this happening are so low, 

house insurance is relatively cheap at between £100 and £200 a year for an average house. Similarly, a 

business would want to insure its buildings on the same grounds. 

Uninsurable risks [See 4.5.4, moral hazard; see also Chapter 5] 

However, there are many circumstances when insurance doesn’t work for the insurance company, where the 

risk is deemed ‘uninsurable’. There are four main features that might make a substantial risk uninsurable: 

a) The event being insured against is not well-defined. Then there will be disputes over whether the 

conditions have been met and the insurance company has to pay out. So, for example, you cannot 

insure against ‘bad weather’. But a farmer might be able to insure against the Meteorological Office 

recording more than one inch of rain at a specified location in the last two weeks of August when he 

intends to harvest. As in so much of life, clarity is the key when it comes to insurance contracts! 

 

b) The risks faced by the many participants are not independent risks. For example, most house 

insurance contracts do not cover damage caused by war. The reasoning is that if war breaks out a 

significant proportion of the insurance company’s customers could make claims in the same year 

whereupon the company would be unable to pay. Equally, no company will offer insurance against an 

economic recession: if one happened then all its customers would claim at the same time! 
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c) Individuals know they are more likely to make a claim than most but conceal this information from 

the insurance company. For example, health insurance at a fixed price makes much more sense for 

people with poor health than those enjoying robust health. The less healthy are far more likely to 

make a claim. Of course, no company will insure someone against illness without taking a medical 

history first so they understand the type of risk they are insuring. But it is still the case that they will 

attract a higher-than-average proportion of the unhealthy, either through individuals lying on their 

insurance forms or because they are aware of potential health risks that are not covered by the form. 

The tendency for people with higher-than-average risks to seek insurance is known as adverse 

selection, and is one reason why insurance premiums often seem so high. 

In some cases the risks of adverse selection are so high that no insurance is possible. For example, 

there is no way that a business person could insure against business failure. Only those who strongly 

suspected that failure lay ahead would be interested in such insurance whereupon it wouldn’t make 

sense for a company to offer it. 

One way round this is for an individual company to insure all its employees under a single contract, 

and then offer ‘free health insurance’ as a perk of the job. Even for small companies the cost of such 

insurance per employee will be half of what an individual would pay. Partly this reflects the inevitable 

economies of scale in placing bulk orders for any good or service, but part of the reason is also that 

group insurance neatly gets round the problem of adverse selection. 

Another way round the problem is for the government to make insurance compulsory. This is 

essentially how the NHS works. Everyone is compelled to pay for the service through their taxes 

according to their income, yet the extent to which individual citizens utilise its services over their life 

span will vary enormously. Indeed, the NHS is a classic example of the saying popularised by Karl 

Marx in 1875: From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs
2
. The enduring 

popularity of the NHS, with all political parties vying to out-do each other in the amount of money 

they say they will spend on it – as in the December 2019 election – is testimony to limits of the 

popularity of free market capitalism. 

Another example of compulsory insurance is the National Insurance contributions (NICs) scheme. 

From its beginnings in 1911 up until 1961 all workers and their employers paid an annual fixed 

amount in return for a fixed amount of benefits when they became ill, unemployed or retired.
3
 [Since 

1961 NICs have become much more like a second income tax with those earning more having to pay 

in more, even though the benefits they receive in return are the same.] 

 

d) Individuals, once insured, are likely to be more careless than if they were not, because they know that 

if the risk occurs they are covered. So the insured driver may drive more carelessly and the insured 

householder be less careful with matches and candles. This feature if insured persons’ behaviour is 

known as moral hazard.  

An extreme example of this, which we will return to in Chapter 5, is the guarantee (i.e. ‘insurance’) 

provided by the Bank of England which prevents commercial banks closing down. If banks know 

they will always be bailed out if they make heavy losses then they are incentivised to take big risks in 

lending money to firms and households alike. After all, if the economy booms and they get paid back 

with interest they will make enormous profits. But if the economy collapses then the government 

picks up the losses. What damage does moral hazard do to the insurance market? It raises the average 

amount that insured people will claim and therefore makes insurance more expensive and less 

attractive for everyone.  Moral hazard is not normally enough by itself to prevent an insurance market 

operating. But, like adverse selection, it does raise the cost of insurance thereby making it less 

                                                      
2
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/From_each_according_to_his_ability,_to_each_according_to_his_needs  

3
 https://www.ifs.org.uk/wps/wp2107.pdf   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/From_each_according_to_his_ability,_to_each_according_to_his_needs
https://www.ifs.org.uk/wps/wp2107.pdf
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attractive to everyone. In particular, it reduces participation rates in the insurance market by 

responsible people who are less likely to claim on insurance anyway. 

One way round moral hazard is to offer insurance contracts where they insured person still has to pay 

for the first few pounds of any claim; this amount being known as the ‘excess’. So with annual car 

insurance the excess might be anywhere from the first £100 to the first £1,000 of any claim. This 

means that, in the event of an accident, the insured person still suffers some loss and this should 

incentivise him to be careful in the first place.
4
  

Figure 1.3 Insurable and uninsurable risks: a summary 

 

 

  

                                                      
4
 Indeed, the author always leaves the excess at £1,000 when hiring a car to motivate himself to drive carefully! 

e.g. insuring against 

poor health 

Can the event being insured 

against be clearly defined? 

Would the event affect a 

significant proportion of insured 

persons at the same time? 

Does the insurance company 

know far less about the risks than 

the insured person? [extreme 

adverse selection] 

Is adverse selection a 

significant factor? 

Is moral hazard a significant 

factor? 

 

EFFICIENT 

INSURANCE MARKET 

LIMITED INSURANCE 

MARKET 

NO INSURANCE MKT: 

UNINSURABLE RISK 

YES 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

e.g. cannot insure against 

“feeling unhappy” 

e.g. cannot insure against 

war or recession 

e.g. cannot insure against 

business failure 

e.g. insuring against 

breakages 

Unpredictable events such as fire, 

theft, accidents, serious illness i.e. 

“acts of God” ...  exchange rate 

movements 
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Figure 1.4 Summary of risks covered in Chapter 1, and how to reduce the risks 

Type of risk Ways to reduce 

occurrence (firms 

and households) 

Ways to reduce 

impact of event 

(firms and 

households) 

Ways to reduce 

occurrence 

(government) 

Ways to reduce 

impact of event 

(government) 

Easily insurable 

risks 

Being careful 

Not buying 

insurance 

Buying insurance No compulsory 

insurance 

Compulsory 

insurance (e.g. 

NICs, NHS) 

 

One feature of this table that will come up many times is the fact that actions to mitigate (i.e. reduce) the 

impact of an event will often make the event more likely. Moral hazard is the mechanism that explains this, as 

explained earlier. 
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Chapter 2 The impact of risk on individuals, and methods of reducing it 

The main economic risk that individuals face is unemployment (N). A household’s outgoings are typically 

fairly constant from month-to-month with regular bills to meet. Of these the most important is rent or 

mortgage payments that are needed to provide accommodation for the worker and family dependents. Heating, 

lighting, council tax and food are also essentials. Unsurprisingly, households seek a regular monthly income to 

match these regular outgoings. Unemployment deprives the household of this income. 

Figure 2.1 UK population, 16-64 yrs old, 2018-19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The impact of unemployment on individuals [See 2.5.4, the impact of N on individuals] 

While self-employment is growing in the UK, it is still the case that the vast majority of households are 

primarily supported by one or more members working in permanent employment. Losing a job, either through 

redundancy or dismissal, is therefore associated with financial hardship. As has been said by the World 

Bank, “jobs are the surest pathway out of poverty”.
5
 A similar thought is expressed by the International 

Labour Organisation (ILO), “breaking the cycle of poverty involves full employment and decent work”.
6
 In 

extreme cases, unemployment in the UK can result in homelessness although those with children have some 

element of legal protection from simply being thrown out on the street. However, in much of the developing 

world such safety nets do not exist. Indeed, even in the developed world outside Western Europe the absence 

of much in the way of a welfare state means that basic economic security is precarious. 

How serious is the impact of unemployment on individuals? This depends on a number of factors: 

a) The duration of the unemployed period. A few weeks out of work may well cause anxiety but is 

unlikely to result in long-term financial harm. However, the longer unemployment lasts for the more 

serious its impact. In part this will be due to the fact that savings will be run down, but also the longer 

you are unemployed the worse the signal you send to potential employers. They will be worried that 

your skills will have deteriorated but also that the fact of your being unemployed for so long suggests 

other potential employers have not considered you a good employment prospect.  

Added to this, it is difficult not to lose self-confidence if long-term unemployed, especially in a 

society where so much of our identity, of who we are, is tied up with the work that we do. The long-

                                                      
5
 https://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/jobs-fastest-road-out-poverty  

6
 https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/poverty/WCMS_396219/lang--en/index.htm  

Figure 2.1 alongside shows the make-up of 

the 16-64 yr-old UK population in 2018-19. 

We can view the three main categories as 

employed, unemployed and economically 

inactive, with the first two making up what is 

known as the labour force. 

It is possible to move directly between any 

of these three groups. For example, an 

unemployed person who retires moves 

directly into the ‘economically inactive’ 

group, as also does the employed person 

who retires. 

Equally, a graduating student moves directly 

into the ‘employed’ or ‘unemployed’ box 

depending on whether his search for work is 

successful or not. 

https://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/jobs-fastest-road-out-poverty
https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/poverty/WCMS_396219/lang--en/index.htm
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term unemployed person can get into a vicious cycle where loss of confidence makes it harder to 

perform well at interviews leading to a further loss of confidence and so on. 
 

b) The extent of household savings. The unemployed will find it difficult if not impossible to borrow 

money, so their immediate income will depend on any welfare benefits but also on their personal 

savings. In an uncertain world, simple prudence dictates that individuals keep substantial amounts of 

assets in reserve. This might be in cash or in financial assets such as shares. Another possibility is to 

buy property though this is a less liquid asset – i.e. it is difficult and expensive to convert into cash at 

short notice.  

Older people often find it harder to find a job following unemployment so it is particularly important 

that they have built up savings. One way of doing this is to pay into a pension scheme. While these 

savings cannot be accessed before retirement it is normally possible to take early retirement from 55 

onwards. 
 

c) The level of state support available. The greater the level of state support available the less severe will 

be the financial impact of unemployment. Since 2010, the amount of state support available has fallen, 

and the conditions under which it is paid out have tightened. However, the unemployed may be 

eligible for £73 per week in Job Seekers’ Allowance (JSA) providing they can demonstrate that they 

are actively looking for work. 
 

d) Stable adult relationships within the household. 7.7 million adults in the UK were living alone in 

2017, and this number is expected to rise to 10 million by 2039.
7
 However, the vast majority live with 

other adults, and will often be financially supporting each other. Indeed, one of the best social safety 

nets ever devised is marriage – historically a permanent commitment between a man and a woman to 

share everything (including their finances) together to the exclusion of others for the rest of their joint 

lives. If, for example, an individual has a 10% chance of becoming unemployed in any single year 

then the chances of husband and wife becoming unemployed in the same year is just [10% x 10% =] 

1%. And in the event of just one spouse becoming unemployed then of course there is still some 

family income coming in, and the financial impact of unemployment will be far less. 

In fact marriage reduces a number of risks apart from the purely financial. It has been shown that 

substance abuse and dangerous driving is lower among married couples. One theory to explain these 

findings is that “married people are more aware that they have somebody who depends on them, and 

therefore they make the conscious decision to put self-preservation above all else”.
8
 

Economic policies to reduce the risk of unemployment, and its impact [See 2.6.2 and 4.4.3, supply-

side policies. Also 1.4.3, source of finance – personal savings] 

In Chapter 4 we shall consider ways in which the government might reduce cyclical unemployment, which 

affects the level of unemployment in a recession and its aftermath. Here we shall consider ways in which the 

government may reduce underlying unemployment, the unemployment that persists even when the economy 

is operating at or near full capacity. Currently the UK government has enjoyed considerable success in this 

area with unemployment in the three months to October 2019 at just 3.8% of the labour force, the lowest 

figure since 1974, a generation ago.
 9
  

In Figure 2.2 below, the four post-war recessions are marked on by four vertical columns, the last one over the 

recession of 2008-09. Note how unemployment is a lagging indicator, typically peaking after each recession 

is over. 

 

                                                      
7
 https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/apr/04/nearly-one-in-seven-britons-could-live-alone-2039-study-shows  

8
 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/health-fitness/body/the-eight-surprising-health-benefits-of-getting-married/  

9
 https://tradingeconomics.com/united-kingdom/unemployment-rate  

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/apr/04/nearly-one-in-seven-britons-could-live-alone-2039-study-shows
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/health-fitness/body/the-eight-surprising-health-benefits-of-getting-married/
https://tradingeconomics.com/united-kingdom/unemployment-rate
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Figure 2.2 Unemployment in the UK, 1971-2019 (as % of labour force) 

 

A key method that has been used to achieve this is improving labour market flexibility, an example of what 

is known as a supply-side policy. For example, by increasing the time you have to work for someone before 

you can claim unfair dismissal from one year to two, the government has made it more attractive to hire 

workers in the first place, as employers know that it is relatively easy to fire them later if it doesn’t work out.  

Of course, increasing the minimum wage from £3-60 an hour at its introduction in 1999 to £8-21 an hour in 

2019 [or to £6-74 adjusted for inflation] has had the opposite effect.
10

 However, employers have become 

increasingly ingenious in getting round this. Many gig economy workers such as those working for Uber and 

Deliveroo are technically self-employed. The entire raft of employment rights – everything from minimum 

wages, maternity pay and unfair dismissal – do not apply to them at all. The willingness of successive recent 

governments to go along with this development is likely to have reduced unemployment significantly. 

We shall consider now economic policies to reduce the impact of unemployment on individuals, following our 

four main points from earlier in the chapter. 

a) Reducing the duration of unemployment. As we have seen, long-term unemployment has a 

significantly greater financial and psychological impact than unemployment of a few weeks’ duration. 

One way to reduce this is through investment in education and training. The better educated you are, 

the more occupationally mobile you are likely to be. That is, you will have a greater ability to switch 

between one type of work and another. In part this reflects the fact that learning new skills is, like 

anything else, something that improves with practice. The success of the modern ‘earn as you learn’ 

apprenticeship scheme rests not only on the immediate skills taught but also in encouraging the habit 

of lifelong learning among school leavers. 

Another way of reducing the duration of unemployment is for the government to offer help with the 

costs of travelling to job interviews. This assistance has been scaled back since 2010, and is currently 

only available for residents Northern Ireland. They have, on average, further to travel for interviews 

due to the province’s remote location relative to the rest of the UK.
11

 

 

b) Encouraging private saving. The simplest way would be for the government to increase interest rates. 

The higher the interest rate, the greater the reward for saving becomes. For example, if you save 

£10,000 and banks are offering you 10% pa in interest (as in the early 1990s) you would get £1,000 pa 

indefinitely on those savings. But with a rate of 2% pa you would only get £200 pa. 

Now interest rates have been at an unprecedentedly low level since the recession of 2008-09 when the 

Bank of England reduced the base rate to 0.5% per annum, the lowest in its history going right back 

to the seventeenth century. At the time of writing it is still only 0.75% pa. However, since 1997 the 

                                                      
10

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/790910/20_years_of_

the_National_Minimum_Wage_-_a_history_of_the_UK_minimum_wage_and_its_effects.pdf  
11

 https://www.jobcentreonline.com/JCOLFront/TravelToInterview.aspx  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/790910/20_years_of_the_National_Minimum_Wage_-_a_history_of_the_UK_minimum_wage_and_its_effects.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/790910/20_years_of_the_National_Minimum_Wage_-_a_history_of_the_UK_minimum_wage_and_its_effects.pdf
https://www.jobcentreonline.com/JCOLFront/TravelToInterview.aspx
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government has instructed the Bank of England to use interest rates to hit the 2% pa inflation target. 

This means that interest rates are not available to achieve other economic objectives, such as 

encouraging savings. This is evident in Figure 2.3 below, which shows how recent base rates of 

0.25%, 0.5% and 0.75% have been the lowest recorded since the Bank was founded in 1694. 

            Figure 2.3 Bank rate (interest rate set by the Bank of England, 1694-2019) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, there are plenty of other ways of encouraging saving. The best known are Individual 

Savings Accounts (ISAs), which allow each adult to save up to £20,000 each year without paying any 

tax on the interest. Available since 1999, there is currently over £600 billion saved in these accounts 

by UK adults.
12

 By contrast the latest incentive, aimed at low income families has – so far – only 

attracted £10 million. Known as Help To Save, it is aimed at low income families receiving benefits. 

In order to encourage the savings habit, they are given a 50% bonus on the amount they can save over 

two years up to a maximum of £2,400 saved, giving a maximum bonus of £1,200.
13

 

 

c) Increasing state support for the unemployed. The obvious way for the government to reduce the risks 

associated with unemployment would be to be more generous to those in this position. However, since 

2010 the government has done exactly the opposite. In part this has been because the government has 

prioritised the reduction of the budget deficit, which ballooned during the 2008-09 recession. The 

only way to reduce the deficit is to raise more in taxes or spend less, and successive Conservative 

governments have, since 2010, focussed on ways of reducing government expenditure.  

Welfare payments of all types have been a particular target for spending reduction. Part of the 

reasoning for this may lie in the belief that too-generous benefits actually encourage people to remain 

unemployed rather than energetically looking for work. In other words, the government may in reality 

not wish to eliminate the risk of financial hardship entirely. If, in its view, it thinks that some potential 

risk actually incentivises people to behave responsibly, then “reducing risk” will not always be the 

best course of action. Of course, this challenges the assumption of this year’s Case Study that 

reducing risk is always a benefit to society. 

Other policies to reduce the impact of unemployment 

d) Encouraging stable relationships. Finally, we need to consider briefly the social context of the 

unemployed. As we have pointed out, the risks of harm following unemployment are much reduced if 

adults live in interdependent, stable relationships with each other. 

This has been recognised since 2015 when the government introduced the Marriage Tax Allowance. 

This enables a married couple, only one of whom is not paying income tax, to transfer some of their 

£12,500 tax-free allowance [to which everybody is entitled] to their spouse. It saves them in the 

region of £250 a year in income tax, and is therefore a minor financial ‘nudge’ towards getting (and 

staying) married.  

                                                      
12

 as of 2018, see https://www.telegraph.co.uk/money/life-changing-savings/future-of-isas/  
13

 https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/savings/help-to-save  

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/money/life-changing-savings/future-of-isas/
https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/savings/help-to-save
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While this is a relatively small amount, it has nonetheless been politically controversial since it is not 

available to cohabiting couples. In defence of the policy, it has been argued that, since marriage is the 

most stable relationship of all, it generates positive externalities and therefore the government has a 

strong case for promoting it.  

Figure 2.4 Summary of risks covered in Chapter 2, and how to reduce the risks 

Type of risk Ways to reduce 

occurrence (firms 

and households) 

Ways to reduce 

impact of event 

(firms and 

households) 

Ways to reduce 

occurrence 

(government) 

Ways to reduce 

impact of event 

(government) 

 

 

 

 

 

Unemployment 

 Personal savings  Encourage savings 

e.g. through high 

interest rates, ISAs 

 Stable relationships 

especially marriage 

 Marriage Tax 

Allowance 

Training and re-

training 

 Subsidise training 

e.g. apprenticeship 

schemes 

 

  Low or zero 

unemployment 

benefits 

High 

unemployment 

benefits 
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Chapter 3 The impact of risk on firms, and methods of reducing it 

The impact of risk: limited and unlimited liability [See 1.4.2, Implications of limited and unlimited 

liability] 

From a legal perspective, companies with unlimited liability simply belong to their owner or owners. Such 

businesses are classified as sole proprietors or partnerships. If, for any reason, the company is no longer 

able to go on trading then any final debts are owed by the owners. In these circumstances the risks to the 

owner are higher than in the case of simple unemployment as discussed in Chapter 2. An employee may lose 

his job, but cannot in any way be held responsible for company losses. His liability in this respect is actually 

zero: only if he acted in a dishonest manner while at work would a company seek to recover any financial 

damages. In reality this is uncommon: most employers will simply sack a dishonest employee and absorb any 

loss themselves. 

However, for the business owner the risk of loss goes far beyond the risk of a loss of income: all the debts of 

the company become his responsibility when liability is unlimited. For this reason, the limited liability 

company is the most popular form of business structure. The owner’s losses in the event of business failure 

are limited to the share capital he put into the business in the first place. Essentially the risk has been 

‘pooled’ – that is, spread more thinly – among the various stakeholders. In other words, losses are shared 

among the owners, customers, suppliers and possibly even employees. The owners (now called 

‘shareholders’) lose the value of their investment. Customers, who have paid for goods in advance, may never 

receive them. Suppliers, who have provided raw materials on credit (i.e. on a ‘buy now, pay later’ basis) may 

never be paid. Finally employees may not be paid at the end of the month either and in some cases may lose 

some or their entire company pension too. 

There are other ways that risk can be spread too. In the case of public limited companies (plcs) the risk is 

spread among many thousands of individual shareholders. And indeed many shares in plcs are owned by 

pension funds, often looking after the money of tens of thousands of future and present pensioners, spread 

among dozens of companies and other investments such as property. In this way, risk may be spread so that 

the failure even of a big company need not have a significant financial cost to any individual shareholder. 

Once again, the biggest financial cost is likely to be borne by employees who lose their jobs as a result. 

Introduction: methods of reducing risk [See 1.4.2, the meaning of risk] 

Risks surround companies all the time and from every quarter. For every company, the management of risk is 

one of the core demands on its senior management team. Visionary entrepreneurs may seek out new (and 

potentially risky) opportunities, but behind the vision there is a drier process at work. Risk must be mitigated – 

minimised – so that the vision and mission of the company has the best chance of becoming a reality. How 

this is done depends crucially on identifying and defining the potential risks that companies face. PESTLE 

analysis is one way of defining these risks; an acronym standing for the Political, Economic, Social, 

Technological, Legal and Environmental factors that any business faces. We shall use this outline in our 

discussion in this chapter. 

Reducing political and legal risk [See 3.2.2, political stability. Also 2.4.1, globalisation and political 

change; 3.4.3, controlling MNCs – political influence; 2.1.2, methods of growth.] 

Political risk arises in countries which are politically unstable, that is, given to radical changes in the way 

government functions, often with power changing hands in a sudden and/or violent manner. The risks to 

business are considerable: the new government may be ineffective in its basic functions, creating a recession 

– which we will discuss in Chapter 4. Or it may adopt a hostile attitude to multinational companies, perhaps 

blaming them for the country’s plight and seeking to purchase them at an unfairly low price. Then political 

risk often generates legal risk: perhaps the tax on company profits will be raised sharply, or multinationals will 

be prevented from repatriating profits to their home country. 
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Even within a relatively politically stable country such as Britain, many businesses saw the prospect of a 

Corbyn-led government after the 2019 general election as carrying significant risks, given the proposed 

increase in company taxation to pay for a dramatically-increased government spending program. 

How can political risk be reduced? One way is to avoid politically unstable countries altogether. It is 

noticeable that the countries with a lengthy track record of a high and growing standard of living – Japan, 

Australia and New Zealand, the USA and Canada, and Western Europe – are all mature democracies. In these 

countries power transitions peacefully between political parties that are not that different from each other, and 

there is a clear and efficient legal system that defends private property, including that of companies.  

Of course China, which is fast becoming the largest economy in the world, challenges this link between 

prosperity and democracy. A different kind of ‘political stability’ exists in China, the stability of a one-party 

state where power is never transferred between competing parties. It remains to be seen whether such a system 

will remain stable in the long-term. Singapore, the eighth-richest country in the world, is an illustration that 

this model can work over many decades. While it is officially a multi-party system, power has never changed 

hands since it gained independence in 1965. In the last election in 2015 the dominant People’s Action Party 

won 83 out of 89 seats, a typical result.
14

 
 

One way of operating within such countries is by setting up joint ventures with another company, but one 

that is based there. The local company is more likely to have sufficient local knowledge to avoid political risk, 

to know which laws have to be obeyed and which not, for example. And to know who is influential in 

government, and what must be done to keep them on your side. Furthermore, by having two companies 

involved the risk to each of them in the event of business failure is halved. 

Another way of mitigating political risk is through diversification. A multinational that operates in, and sells 

to, a wide variety of countries, has considerable protection against political or legal revolution in any one of 

them. This is an example of risk spreading, of mitigating risk by operating in a wide variety of markets and 

manufacturing sectors. Companies can enhance this level of protection against risky outcomes by becoming 

conglomerates operating across a variety of industries. Then a downturn in one particular industry is less 

likely to threaten the survival of the company. Such conglomerates are often formed by inorganic growth 

through the merger of two companies or the acquisition (i.e. the purchase or takeover) of one company by 

another. 

Reducing the risk of economic failure for a new company [See 1.2.1, role of an entrepreneur. Also 

1.6.4, business survival and cash flow; 1.6.2, break even; 1.4.3, sources of finance.] 

Over 600,000 new businesses are started in the UK each year – roughly one for every 100 people. Of these, 

some 60% fail within the first three years.
15

 Can these risks be reduced? First, it has to be acknowledged that 

starting a new business is inherently risky. If it wasn’t, everybody would be doing it. However, one way of 

reducing the risk is to ‘look before you leap’, and consider the qualities that are most likely to bring you 

success. Paul Burns describes these in Figure 3.1 below:
16

 

  

                                                      
14

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politics_of_Singapore  
15

 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2019/01/24/start-ups-across-uk-going-bust-need-careful-management-economy  
16

 Burns, P, Entrepreneurship and small business 2nd edition Palgrave MacMillan, 2007, page 41  

- Well educated – a good sign of general ability on the part of the entrepreneur. 

- Starts business because of positive motivation – actually wants to do it, rather than being 

compelled into a course of action, for example through unemployment. 

- Leaves managerial job to start business, and so has acquired the ability to make decisions and 

see them through to completion. 

- Willing to share ownership of business – businesses need money to grow, and those who are 

unwilling to sell a stake in their business to raise the money are often left with a business which 

lacks the investment needed to flourish. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politics_of_Singapore
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2019/01/24/start-ups-across-uk-going-bust-need-careful-management-economy
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Of course, none of these is essential and there are plenty of examples of entrepreneurs who have been 

successful without any of these qualities. But if risk-reduction is one of the aims, then a long, hard look at who 

you are and what you have achieved so far is a sensible place to start. 

Space does not permit a discussion of all the various management skills that individuals need to set up their 

own business, but we shall briefly mention two. First is the ability to produce credible cash flow forecasts. 

These are estimates of money coming in and money going out in the future. A good cash flow forecast is, 

therefore, a good guess as to what a company’s future bank statements will look like. 

The essential elements of a cash flow forecast are: 

- Money coming in from each month i.e. the turnover of the company. The turnover will equal the 

price charged multiplied by the number of goods sold i.e. the sales. A pricing strategy should be in 

place so that the price is a known quantity. The number of goods sold is usually the key piece of data 

to which most risk attaches. But you shouldn’t start a business unless you have some understanding of 

how many sales you are likely to achieve and why. 

- Money going out in fixed costs or overheads. It should be possible to get a good idea of these in 

advance. Items like rent and business rates should be easy to predict 

- The variable costs incurred. These will normally be proportional to the sales achieved e.g. the more 

cars a garage repairs the more spare parts it will need to order. 

How does a cash flow forecast reduce risk? It may help you to see that the business is unlikely to succeed, and 

therefore prevent you from making a rash decision in the first place. Then it may identify a particular time 

when the company will have negative cash, and therefore alert you to the need to approach a lender such as a 

bank, well in advance. Finally, if your cash flow forecasts have proved reliable in the past then they help you 

build up credibility with potential lenders, who will therefore be more likely to advance money when the 

business needs it. 

An understanding of these items also enables the entrepreneur to calculate the break-even sales level. This is 

achieved when the gross profit from each item sold (known as the ‘contribution’) is enough to cover the 

monthly fixed costs. The formula is simply: break-even sales level = fixed costs / contribution. Suppose, for 

example, you ran a website, and paid yourself £1500 a month in salary as the only fixed cost. If you sold 

goods for an average of £15 having paid an average of £10 for them then you would break even when you 

sold [£1500 / £5=] 300 goods each month. The gross profit of £5 per item, multiplied by 300, gives you the 

£1500 you need to pay yourself a salary. 

Now you might think that the way to reduce risk in a business is to choose one with a low break-even sales 

level. For example, private tutoring at home carries hardly any fixed costs so a teacher can run a business with 

only a very few students providing he has some other source of income to cover living costs. However, the 

problem with having low fixed costs is that there is little in the way of entry barriers to prevent competitors 

moving in. This is one of the many examples where embracing one kind of risk actually reduces another. So if 

instead you set up a business with a high fixed cost such as a pharmaceuticals company inventing new 

medicines, then the very risks that you face at least means you will have fewer competitors to worry about. Of 

course, you would need the source of finance to begin with in order to overcome the very entry barrier that 

would prevent rivals from following you. 

Reducing the risk of economic failure: dealing with existing and potential competitors [See 2.2.2, 

competing on price. Also 1.3.6, the competition; 4.1, competition and market power.] 

We have already touched on competitive risk. This is the danger that faces virtually every company: what if 

customers prefer someone else’s offering to your own? It should be immediately apparent that this is a zero 

sum game. In other words, not every business can be the market leader in its field – indeed, only one can. 

There is therefore no magic solution to out-performing competitors.  

However, it is possible –as in so many contexts – to buy your way out of at least some of the risk. If the 

shareholders are prepared to accept a relatively low rate of return on its initial investment and delay making 
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a profit for some years then a low price strategy may give it some protection from competitors. The most 

spectacular example of this approach is Amazon. In the third quarter of 2019 it sold $70.0 billion of product 

on which it made a profit of $2.1 billion, giving a profit margin of just [$2.1bn / $70.0bn=] 3.0%. Even this 

is a bigger margin than Amazon has historically made. From its launch as a public company in 1997 it 

consistently made losses for several years by offering great service at low prices – and concentrating on 

building market share instead. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2 below. Amazon is widely predicted to account 

for 50% of all e-commerce sales revenue in the USA by 2021 – a frightening proportion that indicates an 

immense amount of market power. So far, Amazon has elected not to use it. Rather, its current behaviour 

illustrates the success of the capitalist model. Karl Marx, the 19
th
 century founder of communism said in the 

dated language of the time,
17

 The cheap prices of commodities are the heavy artillery with which it batters 

down all Chinese walls, with which it forces the barbarians’ intensely obstinate hatred of foreigners to 

capitulate. To low prices Amazon has added an unrivalled range of goods (over 100 million) – and lightening 

speed of delivery. 

Figure 3.2 Amazon’s sales revenue and profit
18

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

But, of course, as we have mentioned, dealing with competitor risk is a zero sum game. The very success of 

Amazon in dealing with competitor risk has been a major contributor to the decline in bricks-and-mortar 

businesses that we can observe in Britain’s high streets every day. 

One other method of reducing competitor risk is simply by reducing their number through mergers and 

acquisitions. Google, for example, has purchased over 230 companies since 2001, of which YouTube, Double 

Click and Motorola are probably the best known.
19

 Such purchases add to Google’s range of products and also 

prevent potential rivals from getting very far before they receive an offer they cannot refuse. A similar story 

can be told at Facebook which has purchased over 80 companies since 2005 including Instagram and 

WhatsApp.
20

 

However, what is a competitive risk for firms is the very same way that consumers get a good deal. Low 

prices, great service and innovation all follow on from competitive market structures. So while companies 

are trying to reduce competitive risk governments are actually trying to increase it! The Competition and 

Markets Authority (CMA) is the government body charged with ensuring that every industry is operating in 

a competitive manner to the benefit of consumers. 

                                                      
17

 Karl Marx, Communist Manifesto, Chapter 1 
18

 https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/8/21/20826405/amazons-profits-revenue-free-cash-flow-explained-charts  
19

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Alphabet  
20

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Facebook  

https://www.vox.com/recode/2019/8/21/20826405/amazons-profits-revenue-free-cash-flow-explained-charts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Alphabet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Facebook
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Reducing the risks arising from a macro-economic recession [See 2.2.4, income elasticity of demand. 

Also 4.5.2, role of the financial sector – creditor risk.] 

In Chapter 4 we shall look at government policies that reduce the risk of an economic recession. Here we 

consider briefly what a company might itself do to reduce the risks that a recession will inevitably bring. One 

approach is to stock at least some products with a low income elasticity of demand (YED). Basic goods like 

cheap clothing and foods have a YED approaching zero – or YED may even be negative if they are inferior 

goods. The demand for such goods will actually grow during a recession as consumers cut back on more 

expensive alternatives. To use one example, cut-price Aldi and Lidl first began significantly to grow UK 

market share in the 2008-09 recession. Or again, firms of accountants that provide professional services to 

companies might be well-advised to include an insolvency (i.e. bankruptcy) service in its product portfolio. 

Such services are bound to increase in demand when companies close down in greater numbers during a 

recession. This is illustrated in below: 

Figure 3.3 Shifts in demand during a recession for 

a) a normal good, showing falling demand         b) an inferior good, showing rising demand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One particular cause of bankruptcy in a recession arises from business and private customers going bankrupt 

after they have received goods but before they have paid for them. This particular risk, known as creditor 

risk, can – like so many forms of risk – be ‘bought out’. The process is known as factoring. A company can 

sell its invoices (i.e. bills) at a discount to a third party (known as a ‘factor’) in exchange for immediate cash. 

For example, a furniture supplier might sell £20,000 of goods to a private school, to be paid within 60 days. If 

the supplier uses a ‘factor’ they might get paid – say - £18,000 immediately. The factor then has to chase up 

the bill and accept the loss if for any reason the school fails to pay. Factors are very often banks, as they tend 

to carry the reserves of cash needed to make immediate cash payments and are also experts at assessing risk 

and charging people accordingly. 

Reducing exchange rate risk: the use of forward markets [See 4.5.1, exchange rate risk and forward 

markets] 

Companies that either export a lot of their goods or import a lot of their raw materials will see their profits 

fluctuate with the exchange rate. The basic rule is that exporters benefit when their currency falls in value as 

their goods now appear cheaper in foreign currency terms. Conversely importers stand to gain when their 

currency rises in value: they can now import goods for less of their own currency. Equally currency 

movements in the opposite direction will lead to reduced profitability. This is illustrated below: 
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Figure 3.4 Cost of US goods in Britain at different exchange rates 

Sterling / dollar exchange 

rate 

Cost of goods from the 

USA worth $10 million in 

sterling terms 

£1 = $1.10 £9.1 million 

£1 = $1.30 £7.7 million 

£1 = $1.50 £6.7 million 

Suppose Waitrose wishes to import wine from the USA at a value of $10 million for next Christmas. At the 

current (highlighted) exchange rate of £1 = $1.30 this will cost them $7.7 million. If the sterling exchange rate 

should rise to $1.50 then they save themselves a useful £1 million. However, if the exchange rate falls to 

$1.10 then they have to find an extra £1.4 million. This type of uncertainty is known as exchange rate risk. 

What can Waitrose do to avoid the risk? Assuming the markets think the most likely outcome is that the 

exchange rate will stay where it is they can promise to buy $10 million next Christmas for £7.7 million – plus 

a small commission. Perhaps they will pay £7.72 million, paying an extra £20,000 to ‘lock in’ the price. Such 

transactions occur every second of the day in what are known as forward markets. These are markets where 

goods or currencies are sold for delivery in the future at a price agreed today. 

But why would any currency dealer agree to such a proposition? How can he cope with the risk of sterling 

falling to $1.10? Then he would have to pay £9.1 million to buy $10 million which he then sells to Waitrose 

for £7.75 million. He has made a substantial loss. There are two possibilities. First, the currency dealer may be 

dealing on behalf of a bank with very deep pockets. The bank can afford to take risks in a way that Waitrose 

cannot. But secondly, the currency dealer may be able to find American importers who want to buy sterling in 

the future and are equally keen to guard against (or hedge) the risk of sterling rising. If the currency dealer can 

promise both to buy dollars for Waitrose and buy pounds for – say – the American supermarket Wal-Mart 

then it doesn’t matter to him what happens to the exchange rate. Regardless of its movements he will make 

£20,000 from Waitrose and presumably the same amount from Wal-Mart. The dealer who finds an equal and 

opposite future transaction is said to have closed his position; he has eliminated any risk to himself. 

Does this mean that all exchange rate risk can be eliminated forever? This is not the case. It is relatively easy 

to hedge against short-term fluctuations (as described above) and major companies that are substantial net 

importers or net exporters will benefit from doing this. However, each company has to decide how much 

hedging they wish to undertake and for how long into the future. It would be one thing for Waitrose to plan in 

January how much American wine it thinks it might wish to buy next Christmas. It would be quite another for 

Waitrose to make the same decision about wine imports in five years’ time. So long-term exchange rate risk 

remains: Britain’s importers (and consumers for that matter) will stand to lose out if – for example – Brexit 

results in a long-term decline in the value of sterling. 

Reducing risks arising from social change [See 1.3.1, changes in tastes and fashions. Also 1.3.5, 

understanding the consumer – market research; 3.4.2, ethical issues – exploitation of labour] 

Any social change or social trend can be both an opportunity for and also a threat to a business, offering the 

possibility of risk but also of reward. One common sequence is that small businesses and new start-ups are the 

first to exploit a social trend, threatening established business. Over time, many of these trends are then 

successfully absorbed by the larger companies, either through internal change or through the acquisition of 

one or more of the start-ups which embody the change. Figure 3.5 below illustrates the impact of some of the 

most pronounced trends of 2019: 
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Social trend Explanation Industries affected 
#MeToo 

 

Growing awareness of need to stand 

against harassment and violence, 

particularly that aimed at women. 

Movement started following allegations 

of habitual sexual violence in Hollywood. 

All industries, and particularly medium-to-large 

enterprises. Need to have behaviour policies in place, and 

to deal promptly with allegations of harassment in the 

workplace. Harsher punishments e.g. dismissal for those 

who transgress. 

Veganism 

 

Rapid growth in numbers of people 

following a diet without animal products 

i.e. no meat, cheese, milk or eggs. 

Hotels and restaurants – importance of having vegetarian 

option. Food manufacturers – growth in milk substitutes. 

Climate 

emergency / 

Extinction 

Rebellion 

 

Growing awareness of the likely rate of 

increase in global temperatures this 

century, and the adverse impact this will 

have on biological diversity. 

Likely growth in electric vehicles; likely slow-down in 

use of fossil fuels. Movement away from plastic 

packaging, and use of micro-plastics e.g. in cosmetics. 

How can these risks be mitigated? One way is to have a relatively wide product range. A supermarket is 

unlikely to be adversely affected by the growth in vegan eating habits: perhaps the meat counter will have to 

be a little smaller and more space given to fruit and vegetables. But for the specialist butcher or dairy farmer 

there is not a lot they can do if a significant proportion of the population adopt a vegan diet. That said, trends 

should not be exaggerated. The latest figures suggest that 1% (around half a million), of the UK adult 

population is vegan, though many others live ‘semi-vegan’ lifestyles. And 2-to-3% are vegetarian.
21

 The 

number of vegans may be growing very rapidly but as a proportion of the total population it is still 

comparatively small. 

Equally there may be uncertainty surrounding the timing of a social trend. For example, it is widely predicted 

that electric cars will take over from those relying on fossil fuels. But when exactly will the great switchover 

happen? There are so many unknowns. For example, at what speed will government (and others) roll out 

charging points? How quickly will battery technology advance? What will happen to government incentives to 

buy electric cars? Will they become fashionable? At what point will they become cheaper to own and run? As 

ever, there are political, economic, technical and social uncertainties that cannot be fully understood – though 

market research may help. 

Finally, there is no substitute for engaged management when it comes to understanding changing social 

trends, and mitigating reputational risk. Look, for example, at the damage done to the House of Windsor 

brand by Prince Andrew’s disastrous interview in November 2019 on his links to Jeffrey Epstein. By contrast, 

when a six-year-old girl found a note [see below] in a Christmas Card bought from Tesco in December, the 

company acted very swiftly to suspend their sale and announce it was no longer using that Chinese supplier.
22

 

Tesco managed to turn a story that was potentially damaging to them into one that showed them in a good 

light. 
 

Figure 3.6 Note found in Christmas Card purchased in Tesco 
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Reducing risks arising from technological change [See 1.4.3, sources of credit – loan capital, share 

capital, venture capital. Also 2.1.4, digital economy – firm creation and destruction.] 

 

Space will not permit us to do more than touch on this vast subject. Recent advances in communications 

technologies have made unimaginable fortunes for the few lucky (and skilful) winners, have generated 

millions of new jobs, and have revolutionised our lives in ways we are still struggling to understand. As with 

any disruptive technology there have been losers as well as winners. A simple walk down your local High 

Street will demonstrate this. 

Risks are very high for new tech start-ups with the chances of survival relatively low. Nevertheless, the profits 

to be made from the relatively few success stories in this field are so large that, viewed in the round, it is 

profitable for many with a background in IT to take the risk. That said, no bank would lend to a new company 

that had a greater-than-50% chance of failing.  

The way round this risk is to finance tech start-ups with risk capital (i.e. share capital or venture capital) 

rather than loan capital from a bank. There are plenty of venture capitalists ready to take a calculated risk on 

new tech start-ups even if only one-in-ten of them actually make any money. Provided the few spectacular 

winners generate more profits than the accumulated losses of the losers, then venture capitalism works. 

Effectively the entrepreneur is sharing the risk in exchange for a share of the rewards if the new enterprise 

succeeds. So long as individual venture capitalists invest in a wide range of start-ups they have a very good 

chance of making a much greater return on their collective investment than a bank would ever offer them. 

Risk capital is yet another example of pooling risk. Rather than simply borrowing money at enormous risk to 

both the entrepreneur and the bank, the risk is confronted, acknowledged and deliberately shared. Of course 

the rewards are shared too but this is often a necessary condition for getting the start-up off the ground at all. 

In the (likely!) event of failure no-one has suffered an unbearable loss; rather, both the entrepreneur and his 

venture capital backers can reflect on what they have learned from their mistakes before trying again. 

Finally, communications technology has generated its own, new types of risk where the wrong people get hold 

of company or personal information and/or hide it from you. ‘Ransomware’ is software that locks the files on 

your computer and then demands money to return them. The WannaCry ransomware attack in May 2017 hit 

the NHS particularly hard, costing it £92 million in repairs and upgrades to its computer equipment and 

19,000 cancelled appointments.
23

 It is not known how much money was handed over to unlock key files. Then 

various types of fraud persuade the vulnerable to transfer money to criminal bank accounts or release 

password details to those same criminals. 

These risks can be mitigated by good management, common sense, and employing competent IT professionals 

who keep your IT system and your antivirus software up-to-date. However, as industry comes to rely ever 

more heavily on IT systems so the possibility grows of some catastrophic event, more likely malicious than 

unintentional, that has the capacity, for example, to close down the internet or a key industry such as online 

banking or the water supply. Such an event might be associated with political risk, with cyber warfare 

promising to become a new battleground in any conflict between major powers in the future.  

Reducing risks arising from environmental change [See 3.4.2, environmental considerations. Also 

4.3.3, market failure – public goods; 1.3.6 – market positioning.] 

The reduction of global warming is a classic example of a public good, where almost all the benefits are 

external to the individual economic agent. For example, a large company that reduces its carbon emissions and 

so knocks a very small amount off future global temperatures will only receive a tiny fraction of the tiny 

benefit itself, given that whatever benefit there is will be shared by the entire global community. So an 

individual company, just like an individual citizen, can do very little on its own to make a difference. The best 
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way is probably by advocating at the political level for greater action to reduce carbon emissions, an approach 

that has been undertaken with unprecedented success in 2018-19 by Greta Thunberg, the 17-year-old Swedish 

climate activist. National – and indeed international – action is the only way of mitigating the potentially very 

high risks involved in global warming. 

But for the individual company there is still the reputational risk of being seen not to reduce carbon emissions 

or dispose responsibly of waste. There will be some win-win situations where environmentally-friendly 

policies and cost reduction goes hand-in-hand. For example, reducing packaging is both more environmentally 

friendly and reduces costs at the same time. 

But in other contexts the environmentally friendly option is the more expensive choice, and then there has to 

be a weighing-up of competing risks. For example, is the extra credibility gained from using a ‘green energy’ 

supplier worth the additional cost of the electricity? Not surprisingly, firms whose business model is one of 

cost leadership will be less likely to pay the extra. By contrast, companies that are product differentiators 

may well decide the additional expense is a cost-effective way of improving their brand image, and especially 

so if their differentiation is based around taking an environmentally responsible approach. 

Is risk reduction for companies always beneficial to society? 

Finally, we need to consider the assumption that lies behind this year’s Case Study, namely that risk reduction 

is always beneficial to society. In many contexts this is undoubtedly true. The invention of car seat belts and 

other safety devices, for example, both reduces risk for individuals and has been an unqualified benefit with 

very little, if any, external cost attached. Equally, if break-even analysis has demonstrated to potential 

entrepreneurs that their potential business idea is an absolute non-starter then that can only be for the good. 

Scarce resources that might have been wasted can instead be used in a more allocatively efficient manner.   

However, there are many instances where one risk needs to be traded off against another. For example, Just 

In Time (JIT) stock management reduces the risk of running out of working capital. But at the same time it 

increases the risk of running out of vital raw materials. After the Japanese tsunami of March 2011 severely 

damaged some vital car component manufacturers, Honda’s car plant in Swindon had to halve UK production 

for two months.
24

 Due to their JIT philosophy they carried next-to-no supplies of necessary components.  

As the article written five years later from Reuters [see below] demonstrates, there is no absolute way to avoid 

risk.
25

 The ‘risk of running out’ has to be balanced against the ‘risk of excessive costs’. Many risks can only 

be managed, be traded off against each other – not removed entirely. To use another example, one company 

might have to close down because it failed to insure against fire. But another company might close down 

because the excessive amount of insurance it bought to cover every eventuality increased its costs too much, 

making it uncompetitive with its rivals. 
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 https://www.theguardian.com/business/2011/apr/06/honda-halves-uk-car-production  
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 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-quake-supplychain-idUSKCN0WW09N  

Figure 3.7 Five years after Japan quake, rewiring of auto supply chain hits limits 
Five years after a huge earthquake temporarily crippled parts of Japan’s auto supply chain, some 

companies have adjusted the industry’s famed “Just in Time” production philosophy in a bid to limit any 

repeat of the costly global disruption.  

The quake exposed the vulnerability of a system ... under which companies aim to boost efficiency by 

receiving small quantities of parts from suppliers only when needed.  

But even with the risk of new disasters in one of the world’s most seismically active countries businesses 

have had to balance efforts to disaster proof the supply chain due to concerns of the cost of, say, storing 

more inventory [=stock] in case of an emergency which may or may not strike.  

“Holding more inventory, or adding another production line as a business contingency measure may 

improve a company’s robustness in the face of disaster, but it won’t necessarily improve its global 

competitiveness,” said supply chain expert Takahiro Fujimoto. “Companies which take such steps at the 

cost of competitiveness would probably go bust even before the next disaster occurs”. 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2011/apr/06/honda-halves-uk-car-production
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-quake-supplychain-idUSKCN0WW09N
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In conclusion, risk is necessary if change is to occur. The future is always unknowable, uncertain. If we want 

the economy and wider society to change for the better then the taking of risk is inevitable. Successful 

companies and individuals are those who know how to manage risk, rather than seek to avoid it altogether. 

Entrepreneurs James Goldsmith and Mark Zuckerberg have both been quoted as saying that “the ultimate risk 

is not to take the risk”. 

Of course, sometimes the risks won’t pay off for individuals and firms which lose out in the competitive 

struggle. At other times the risks won’t pay off for wider society as new products are shown to have 

devastating adverse consequences. 100 years ago, soldiers were sent to battle in World War 1 (1914-18) with 

free cigarettes, many of whom became addicted to them. The entrepreneurial development of tobacco products 

killed 100 million people over the 20
th
 century, more than those dying in both world wars. And in many 

countries tobacco companies still offer free cigarettes to 13-to-15 year olds in the hope of ensnaring a new 

generation to this deadly habit.
26

 

With obesity becoming a leading cause of death, questions also have to be asked about the benefits of 

industries selling sugary drinks, fatty foods and even alcohol. So while capitalism is largely responsible for the 

immense drop in absolute poverty over the past 30 years, it also has the capacity to kill us in new ways. And 

of course technological change has delivered existential risks that threaten the future of humanity, whether 

through nuclear war or climate change. The Fermi paradox – nothing to do with the specification, by the way 

– often leads to the conclusion that intelligent life in the universe cannot survive its own scientific advances. 

Figure 3.8 Summary of risks covered in Chapter 3, and how to reduce the risks 

Type of risk Ways to reduce occurrence (firms) Ways to reduce impact of 

event (firms) 

Liability for 

business failure 

 Form a limited company 

Political risk Joint ventures Joint ventures 

Business failure Diversification – both within each company, and by 

holding diverse share portfolios 

 

New start-up failure Planning, including cash flow forecasts and break-

even analysis 

 

Competitive risk Choose a business with high fixed costs 

Mergers to reduce competition  

[Note that in this case the government is actually 

trying to increase ‘competitive risk’ since 

competition works to the benefit of consumers. 

Hence work of CMA] 

 

Creditor risk  Factoring 

Risk from 

downturn 

 Produce some necessities 

and/or inferior goods 

Exchange rate risk  Hedging in forward markets 

IT start-up risks  Use venture capital for funding 

Malware risk Invest in good IT professionals Invest in good IT professionals 
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Chapter 4 The impact of risk on an economy, and methods of reducing it 

Possible macro-economic objectives [see 2.6.1, possible macro-economic objectives] 

At a macro-economic level the risks that any economy faces is tied up with what we think the government of 

the day should be trying to achieve. Once we have defined the objectives then the ‘risks’ become the events 

that could lead to a failure to achieve those objectives, and the consequences of such failure. The specification 

highlights four possible objectives: 

Economic growth 

Typically countries seek to achieve ‘high and stable’ growth rates, where ‘growth’ is the increase in real GDP 

measured in per cent per year. So a 3% pa growth rate implies that the country in question produced 3% more 

goods and services this year compared to the previous one. 

The reason why countries try to increase their economic growth rates is that even small increases in the 

growth rate add up to much larger differences as the decades pass. So a country growing at 2% pa will double 

its output in 36 years, roughly a generation. But if it could increase its growth rate to just 4% pa then over the 

same time period the economy would double – and double again. In other words, over 36 years it would 

increase fourfold.
27

 Put another way, imagine there are two countries with the same GDP and the same 

population. If one grows its economy at 2% pa and the other grows at 4 %pa then over the space of a 

generation the second country will become twice as wealthy as the first one. 

But further, we want growth to be stable rather than following a pattern of boom and bust. The reason for this 

is simple. As we mentioned in Chapter 1, most households have regular outgoings in the form of rent or 

mortgages, heating and lighting, food, phone contracts and so on. A regular income matches these regular 

expenses and so is preferred by many people to an unstable income – even if the unstable income is – on 

average – slightly higher. 

Figure 4.1 UK economic growth rate, (i.e. annual percentage change in real GDP), 1950-2018 

Figure 4.1 shows the UK’s annual economic growth rate since 1950. Clearly visible are the four post-war 

recessions of 1974-75, 1980-81, 1990-92 and 2008-09. A recession is defined as an occasion when economic 

growth becomes negative for two or more successive quarters (i.e. three month periods). It also shows the 

relatively disappointing economic growth rate since the last recession, averaging less than 2% pa, whereas 

previous growth rates averaged in the 2.5-3.0% pa range. 

                                                      
27

 The ‘rule of 72’ states that if any variable grows at x% pa, then it will approximately double in 72/x years. The rule 

works reasonably well when x is a relatively small number between 1 and 10. For example, if an economy grows at 3% 

pa then it will double in 72/3 = 24 years. [The rule of 72 lies outside the specification.] 
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Low unemployment 

We discussed the impact of unemployment in Chapter 2. In this chapter we will look at the various methods of 

demand management that can be used to keep unemployment low, in contrast to the supply-side policies 

discussed earlier. 

Low and stable inflation 

The rate of inflation is the rate at which goods and services, on average, become more expensive over a year. 

Inflation reduces the value of money and, at high levels, makes companies less willing to invest because of the 

uncertainty that it brings with it. Prices need to be reasonably stable so firms and individuals know what 

represents a bargain and what does not. If prices are soaring it is difficult to distinguish between goods whose 

prices have risen by more than inflation, and those whose prices have risen by less. 

Unlike all the other objectives, the government has committed itself to an actual number for inflation since 

1997. The chart below shows the very high inflation experienced by the UK in the 1970s. This led to inflation 

being labelled as the primary economic problem. In 1997, the incoming Labour government set an official 

inflation target of 2.5% pa, using the Retail Prices Index (RPI) measurement. The target since 2004 has been 

2% pa, using the Consumer Prices Index (CPI) measure of inflation. The switch to using the CPI 

measurement was driven largely by a desire to align ourselves with the common European measurement of 

inflation. Since RPI inflation typically comes out with a slightly larger number, these two targets are in reality 

very similar to each other. These two successive targets are indicated by the two dotted lines on the diagram. 

Figure 4.2 UK inflation rate, 1950-2003 (RPI); 2004-present (CPI) 

If the actual rate deviates by more than 1% pa from this target then the Bank of England, which is responsible 

for hitting the target, has to write to the government (in the person of the Chancellor of the Exchequer) to 

explain why, and what they intend to do to get inflation back on track. As you can see above, inflation 

targeting has been a clear success. Apart from 2011, when inflation rose to nearly 5%, and 2015 when it fell to 

0%, the Bank of England has been pretty successful in keeping inflation within the 1-to-3% pa range. It is 

often the way in both politics and economics that when – as in this case – a variable is successfully targeted, 

attention turns to other problems. Since 2010, the focus has been on deficit reduction as a macro-economic 

target, as we will explain shortly. 

Balance of Payments on current account (BOCA) equilibrium 

If the current account is ‘in equilibrium’ it means that money flows in and out of a country with respect to 

exports and imports are roughly equal. If the current account is in deficit (as has long been the case with the 

UK), this means we are importing more than we are exporting. For many decades the UK government under 

both Labour and Conservative administrations has been relaxed about this imbalance. No short-to-medium 

term harm has been done. However, it does indicate that in the long-term our standard of living will be lower 
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than would otherwise be the case. This is because companies and individuals based overseas have been using 

their spare sterling to buy property, shares, whole companies and other assets in the UK. The rental income 

and profits generated by these assets will accrue indefinitely to those living overseas rather than UK residents. 

It is worth pointing out that our syllabus only refers to these four targets as ‘possible’ macro-economic 

objectives, and in the case of the UK there has been no consistent attempt to make a balanced BOCA a target 

of government policy since the 1960s. 

Eliminating the budget deficit 

While this is not one of the four ‘possible macro-economic objectives’ listed in the specification, it has been a 

fundamental target of Conservative macro-economic policy since they attained power in 2010. The budget 

deficit is how much more the government spends than it raises in taxes each year. It is best measured as a 

proportion of GDP. By contrast the National Debt is the accumulation of all past budget deficits. Immediately 

prior to the 2008-09 recession, the annual deficit was 3% of GDP while the accumulated debt was 37% of 

GDP. In just three short years over the recession, the deficit rose to a peace-time record of 10% of GDP while 

the overall debt rose to 63% of GDP. Since then, Conservatives have missed all their deficit-reduction targets. 

Although the deficit has fallen to 1.3% of GDP (2019-20 estimate), the total debt now stands at 82% of 

GDP.
28

 

Deficit reduction has involved cutting public spending and increasing taxes, a policy generally known as 

austerity. Only very recently has this aspect of government policy been quietly downplayed, as Boris Johnson 

has sought to present himself as able to be more generous as a result of the reduction (not elimination) of the 

budget deficit under his Conservative predecessors. 

Summary 

 The following table summarises the recent UK government macro-economic objectives: 

Figure 4.3 Recent UK government macro-economic objectives 

Macro-economic 

variable, Column 1 

Rate of change of 

Column 1 variable 

Government 

objective 

Comment 

Real GDP [measured 

in £ billion, adjusted 

for inflation] 

Economic growth 

rate [measured in % 

pa] 

‘High and 

stable’ growth 

rate 

Arguably the most important target of all, as it 

strongly correlates with increases in a 

country’s standard of living. 

Unemployment (N) 

[measured in 

millions, or as % of 

the labour force] 

[Rate of change of 

unemployment – 

not widely used] 

Low rate of 

unemployment 

Not directly targeted, but current figure of 

3.8% of labour force is the lowest figure since 

the early 1970s. 

The price level – 

[measured as an 

index number, either 

RPI or CPI] 

The inflation rate 

[measured in % pa] 

CPI inflation 

target of 2% 

pa 

A key government target from the 1980s to 

the 2010s. Less important now as the problem 

of high, unstable inflation appears to have 

been solved – at least for now. 

National Debt 

[measured in £ 

billion, or as % of 

GDP] 

Budget deficit 

[measured in £ 

billion, or as % of 

GDP] 

Zero budget 

deficit 

A relatively recent target, but a key focus of 

government effort since 2010 – only 

downplayed since Boris Johnson became PM 

in July 2019.  

Understanding macro-economic objectives: the AD/AS model [See 4.4.1, the AD/AS model] 

We turn now to the key part of this chapter – how might risks to these targets be reduced? The best analytical 

tool to answer this question is the AD/AS model. This single model directly illustrates a number of these 

variables. Real GDP and the price level are recorded on the two axes. Changes in these variables then 

represent economic growth and inflation, as explained in Figure 4.3 above. We may also use the diagram 
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indirectly to explain what might be happening to unemployment, the budget deficit, and even comment on the 

current account balance. 

There are a number of versions of the basic AD/AS diagram. The one used below is the one that the author 

believes has greatest explanatory power while keeping broadly within the confines of the Economics B 

specification. 

Figure 4.4 The AD/AS diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You should already be familiar with basic AD/AS diagrams. Particular points to note are: 

1. Aggregate Demand (AD) consists of the sum of all demand in all four sectors of the economy, that is from 

consumers [called Consumption – C], and firms [Investment – I], the public sector [Government – G], and net 

overseas demand [Exports minus Imports – X-M]. Hence the basic equation, AD = C + I + G + (X-M). 

2. While the diagram shows the y-axis as measuring the price-level, you are allowed (and expected) to refer to 

‘increases in the price level’ as ‘increases in the inflation rate’ although in reality these are two different 

statements.
29

 Equally, falls in the price level can be referred to as ‘reductions in the inflation rate’. 

3. Aggregate Supply (AS) reflects the costs of production. If costs rise, the AS curve shifts upwards and 

inwards, and vice versa if costs fall. 

4. The ‘short-run’ in a macroeconomic context is that time period over which wage rates are assumed to be 

fixed. For example, the economy might be at short-run equilibrium at E4. Output at Y2 would be above the 

normal full-capacity level of Y1. The labour market would therefore be very tight with workers much in 

demand. This would, in the long-run, lead to wage increases. As wages increase so the costs of supplying 

goods rises causing the SAS curve to shift inwards from SAS1 to SAS0 and equilibrium to move from E4 to 

E5. At this point output would be back down to the sustainable level of Y1, and there would be no further 

pressure on wages to rise. Long-run equilibrium would have been established. 

5. The difference between monetarists and Keynesians lies in part in their estimate of how long the ‘short-

run’ lasts for. Everyone is in agreement that an overheating economy at E4 wages will rise sharply in response 

to upwards wage pressures. This will increase costs, shifting SAS inwards from SAS1 to SAS0, restoring long-

                                                      
29

 The reasons for this inaccuracy lie beyond the scope of the A-level specification. A more accurate model would show 

‘inflation’ on the y-axis but you might well be marked incorrect if you did this in the actual exam. So don’t!  
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run equilibrium at E5. What is more debatable is what happens at E2 where there is a negative output gap, 

most likely following a recession. Monetarists argue that real wages will fall in a matter of months, restoring 

long-run equilibrium at E1. Keynesians argue that the economy may get ‘stuck’ at E2 for a year or more as 

trade union power and employment contracts prevent real wages falling. So therefore, the Keynesians argue, 

there is a good case for expansionary policy to shift AD outwards from AD0 to AD1, and thereby restore 

long-run equilibrium at E3. 

6. If an economy is at ‘full capacity’ output (abbreviated to Yp, and indicated by Y1 in Figure 4.4) then there 

are still some unemployed workers. ‘Full employment’ normally corresponds to an unemployment rate of 

about 4%. These are unemployed because they are occupationally or geographically immobile or who are 

frictionally unemployed i.e. searching for the best job.  

7. The implication of this diagram is that demand management (i.e. demand-side policies) only alters output 

in the short-run. All long-run equilibria in the diagram (i.e. E1, E3 and E5) lie above Y1 – i.e. full-capacity 

output. In the long-run, altering AD only changes the inflation rate with unemployment always trending 

towards its ‘natural’ rate. 

8. Following on from the previous point, the only long-run causes of economic growth lie on the supply-side 

of the economy. It is only by shifting the LAS curve to the right, in other words through increasing our 

productive capacity, that our standard of living can, decade by decade, increase. 

9. However, in the short-run there is a trade-off between unemployment and inflation. Starting at E3, for 

example, an inward shift in AD (AD1 to AD0) will move the economy to E2. Output will have fallen from Y1 

to Y0, and with this fall in output will go a fall in employment – leading to a rise in unemployment. This is 

matched by a fall in the price level from PL3 to PL2. [And remember, we are allowed to treat this as a fall in 

inflation - see Point 1 above.] So, to summarise, inflation will have fallen but unemployment will have risen. 

That is the trade-off involved in contractionary demand management. By contrast, an outward shift in AD 

from AD1 to AD2 would have the opposite effect. The economy would move to E4 where unemployment is 

lower but inflation is higher. 

The use of economic policies to reduce the risk of recession and high unemployment [See 4.4.2, 

demand-side policies] 

We are now in a position to answer directly: how can economic policies be used to reduce the risks of 

unemployment and recession on an economy? The answer lies through the use of expansionary demand-

management. If an economy has slid into a recession at E2 due to an inward shift in AD (AD1 to AD0), the 

simplest way out of the problem is for the government to shift it back again, as originally advocated by the 

economist John Maynard Keynes in the 1930s. It has two basic tools with which to do this. 

First, it could use expansionary fiscal policy. This consists of increasing government spending (G) or 

reducing taxes (T). The former will directly increase G. The latter will increase Consumption (C) and/or 

Investment (I) as consumers and/or firms have lower taxes to pay, and are therefore in a position to spend 

more. At the beginning of the previous section we recalled that AD = C + I + G + (X-M). So any policy that 

increases G or C or I will, of course, increase AD itself.  

The problem with this approach is that increasing G and/or reducing T must worsen the budget deficit. This 

wouldn’t matter if the budget deficit (and the overall National Debt) was low to start off with. But too often 

governments are inclined to spend, spend, spend while they have the money rather than saving up for a rainy 

day. This was the case leading up to the financial crisis of 2008-09 which created the recession. In the words 

of Conservative opponent George Osborne, Labour had ‘failed to fix the roof while the sun was shining’ over 

the boom years of 2001-07. And despite austerity, the public finances were little better when the next collapse 

in confidence occurred – this time with the Conservatives in government – as Britain unexpectedly voted to 

leave the EU in June 2016. 
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Both the Labour government in 2008 and the Conservative government in 2016 responded to an inward shift 

in AD in the same way. Rather than adopt expansionary fiscal policy they used expansionary monetary 

policy. This entails reducing interest rates (r), and is carried out by the Bank of England. As interest rates are 

reduced, saving becomes less attractive so both firms and households are more likely to increase their 

spending. Furthermore, economic agents that have already borrowed money and are repaying loans will find 

that the interest payments on those loans will fall, giving them the ability to consume or to invest more. This 

can be seen in the household budgets of those households that have large mortgages, that is, have borrowed 

heavily to buy a home. As interest rates fall so do the monthly repayments they have to make on those 

mortgages, giving them more ready cash to spend.  

Figure 4.5 UK interest rates (base rate), 2000 to 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 4.5 above you can see interest rates since 2000. In response to the financial crisis of 2008, interest 

rates were rapidly reduced from 5.0% pa to 0.5% pa. If you look back to Figure 4.1 you can see how 

successful this action was. Although the 2008-09 recession was the deepest recession since World War II, 

Britain recovered from it at record speed. The sharp dip in the annual growth rate to minus 4% in 2009 was 

matched by an equally sharp rebound in 2010 to plus 2%. 

Then in 2016, following the adverse shock of the EU referendum result, the same approach was adopted. You 

can see that interest rates were reduced from 0.5% to 0.25%. Of course, since interest rates were already so 

low there was little scope for reducing them much further. However, fortunately the shock of the referendum 

result was far smaller than the shock of the financial crisis almost a decade earlier, so this minor downward 

adjustment in interest rates was sufficient to maintain steady economic growth. 

Of course, this account of our recent economic history does beg the question of what the government will do if 

there is another severe economic shock. The National Debt, as we mentioned earlier in the chapter, has 

already climbed to 82% of GDP, leaving little scope for further expansionary fiscal policy without damaging 

our international credit rating. And with interest rates still so low at 0.75% pa there is little scope for 

expansionary monetary policy either. Interest rates cannot fall much below 0% or economic agents will simply 

keep their cash at home rather than leave it with the banks. 

Britain, having used expansionary fiscal and monetary policy almost as far as it can, faces the very real 

prospect of a ‘lost decade’ in the event of another economic shock. Without the macro-economic tools any 

longer being available to respond to a downturn in AD we may, like Japan in the 1990s and 2000s, face many 

years of low or zero growth. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6 below: 
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The above diagram shows the dangers of running out of options to expand AD.
 30

 Japan ran very low interest 

rates and racked up an eye-watering National Debt of over 200% of GDP, the highest in the world. This left it 

without any mechanism to implement the expansionary demand management it so desperately needed. Its 

economic growth rate, as shown above, averaged just 0.8% pa over two decades. 

Of course, the other option is to seek to improve labour market flexibility. This supply-side policy was briefly 

mentioned in Chapter 2. Weaker trades unions, less legal protection for workers, lower minimum wages and 

more inward migration may all enable real wages to fall. In this case, the SAS curve will shift outwards from 

SAS1 to SAS2, and long-run equilibrium will be restored at E1. However, such policies take a few years to 

work, and come at a cost to the job security and the standard of living of much of the labour force. The “risk 

of recession” and “risk of high unemployment” has simply been transformed into a “risk of job insecurity” 

and “risk to standards of living”. 

This is a good note on which to end this section. The world is a risky and uncertain place; and risk simply 

cannot be managed away, not even by governments whatever their political persuasion. We may, however, 

have some control over how the risk is distributed. For example, we can reduce the risk of high unemployment 

by increasing the risks of job insecurity and lower wages. 

The use of economic policies to reduce the risk of inflation [and a deficit on BOCA] [See 4.4.4, the 

impact of macro-economic policies] 

What about the opposite risk of high and unstable inflation? What economic policies can reduce this risk? In 

this case, contractionary demand management is required. This could either be contractionary fiscal policy – 

the cutting of government spending or the raising of taxes – or contractionary monetary policy via increasing 

interest rates. All of these policies will shift AD inwards, and thereby reduce inflation as shown by Figure 4.4, 

the AD/AS diagram.  

There will be additional benefits too. If contractionary fiscal policy is the chosen instrument then the 

budgetary position will improve. In other words the budget deficit will decline or the budget surplus – if any – 

will grow larger.  If, alternatively, contractionary monetary policy is used, then saving will become more 

attractive at the higher interest rates. 

However, the main trade-off will be lower GDP and higher unemployment. The reduction in inflation is only 

achieved by reducing demand – so of course fewer goods are produced and fewer people are employed to 

produce them. There is nonetheless a silver lining to this cloud: any BOCA deficit will improve i.e. get 

smaller. This is because inward shifts in AD reduce the demand for all sorts of goods, including Imports. 

Since there is no reason to think that the demand for Exports will be affected, the net value of (X-M) – the 

BOCA balance – will improve. 

However, the key lesson of the AD/AS model is that the sacrifice of lower GDP and higher unemployment is 

only temporary. Look at Figure 4.4 and start at the long-run equilibrium E3. Contractionary demand 
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management will initially shift the economy to E2. This will reduce inflation as intended – but also reduce 

GDP and increase unemployment. However, once the labour market responds to this cyclical unemployment 

by falls in real wages then the SAS curve will move outwards from SAS1 to SAS2. At the new long-run 

equilibrium of E1 inflation has been permanently reduced while unemployment has fallen, reverting to its 

‘natural’ rate. Of course, as we mentioned earlier, the vital discussion is still how long we have to wait for 

long-run equilibrium to be restored, with monetarists and Keynesians taking very different views. 

Earlier in this chapter Figure 4.2 shows that inflation has not been a serious problem for the UK for 30 years. 

The only double-digit peaks of 10% pa or more occurred in 1975, 1980 and 1990. It is no coincidence that 

these dates are also the dates of the first three post-war recessions. In each case, inflation was soaring and 

governments felt obliged to use contractionary policies to get inflation down – even though this pushed the 

economy into recession. In both 1980 and 1990 interest rates were pushed up to a spectacular 14-to-16% [see 

Figure 2.3] – their highest in the last three centuries.  

While the human cost of three recessions was substantial, the policy did achieve the desired objective of 

reducing inflation. Inflationary expectations were squeezed out of the system, and since then they have not 

returned. As explained in Chapter 2, since 1997 the Bank of England has been charged with hitting a named 

inflation target – currently 2% pa – and has been given complete control over monetary policy to achieve that 

target. This policy has been one of the few unqualified successes in recent British macro-economic history. 

Originally introduced by Labour immediately after their 1997 election victory, it has been enthusiastically 

copied by the Conservatives since they attained power in 2010. 

Figure 4.7 Summary of risks covered in Chapter 4, and how to reduce the risks 

 

Note: the last two columns above are identical. The same set of policies which might be used to prevent the 

risk arising also reduces its impact if it did arise by bringing the occurrence to an end. 

  

Type of risk Ways to reduce occurrence 

(government) 

Ways to reduce impact of event 

(government) 

Recession, and 

associated high 

unemployment 

Expansionary demand management. 

Supply-side policies. 

Expansionary demand management. 

Supply-side policies. 

Inflation, and 

associated BOCA 

deficit 

Contractionary demand management.  Contractionary demand management. 

Budget deficit Contractionary fiscal policy. 

Expansionary monetary policy.  

Supply-side policies. 

Contractionary fiscal policy. 

Expansionary monetary policy.  

Supply-side policies. 
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Ch 5 – The use of government policy to reduce the risk of triggering a recession 

In Chapter 4 we discussed the use of monetary and fiscal policies on the demand-side (and indeed supply-

side) to reduce the risks to the government’s macro-economic targets of stable economic growth, low 

inflation, low unemployment and a zero budget deficit. In this chapter we ask a slightly different question. Are 

there ways of reducing the shocks that send an economy into recession (or for that matter into an inflationary 

spiral) in the first place? 

Figure 5.1 below describes the causes of the four main post-war economic shocks that have pushed Britain 

into recession. 

Post-war 

recession 

Cause Comment 

1974-75 Oil price [supply-

side] shock 

Price of oil quadrupled over six months, shifting the SAS curve sharply 

inwards. 

1980-81 Oil price [supply-

side] shock 

Price of oil doubled again. 

1990-92 Expansionary fiscal 

policy 

A government failure to recognise the economy was already producing 

at potential output (Yp), and that therefore further expansion would 

lead to an unsustainable boom. 

2008-09 Damage to 

financial sector led 

to demand shock 

Lending to bad risks by banks in the USA led to losses in the banking 

sector and dangers of a run on the entire global banking system. Banks 

responded by cutting lending.  

Political risk and inflation targeting by central banks [See 4.5.3, the role of the central bank] 

In the case of the first post-war recession the price of oil quadrupled following an embargo on the export of oil 

from the Middle East following political and military conflict, known as the Yom Kippur War of 1973. 

Inadvertently, the oil-producing nations (known as OPEC, the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting 

Countries) had set up a highly successful cartel. As is often the case, restrictions in output more than paid for 

themselves by leading to vastly increased prices. This exercise in monopoly power lasted until the 

widespread adoption of fracking in the early 2010s in the USA – a non-OPEC member – effectively destroyed 

the cartel. Similarly, some six years later the 1979 Iran-Iraq war led to further disruption in global oil supplies, 

and a doubling of oil prices. 

While it is always possible with hindsight to suggest ways in which these conflicts might have been resolved 

more peacefully such analysis would take us away from economics and into the field of geo-political and 

military strategy. We will not therefore pursue it further except to point out that this demonstrates that 

economics does not exist in a vacuum. The subject was originally called political economy, which is an 

indication of how closely politics and economics are bound up with each other. Governments have to deal 

with a vast range of different issues, most of which will be inter-related to a host of others. Economics is only 

one piece of the jigsaw faced by governments, albeit a central one. 

What was the outcome of these two supply-side shocks? Initially they led to stagflation, a combination of 

stagnation and inflation. Expansionary policy was out of the question as that would only make inflation worse. 

In 1974-75 the Labour government sought to persuade trades unions to moderate their wage demands. In 

1980-81 and following the Conservatives used very high unemployment to force wages down. Both are 

examples of supply-side policy. 

Moving on to the 1990-92 recession, the Conservative government of the day had previously, in its 1988 

budget, opted for substantial tax cuts. Income tax was cut from 27% to 25%, as was corporation tax.
31
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expansionary fiscal policy was undertaken in the belief that there was still a negative output gap, and that 

therefore there was both political and economic gain to be had in cutting taxes. Unfortunately this belief 

proved incorrect and led instead to rising inflation, threatening the core achievement of the Prime Minister, 

Margaret Thatcher. In response, the government adopted sharp contractionary monetary policy, pushing 

interest rates up to 14% and the economy into recession. 

Can such risks be reduced? In at least one respect they can – and indeed they have. The approach is known as 

inflation targeting. First adopted by New Zealand in 1990, inflation targeting involves aiming for a specific 

inflation rate.
32

 The central bank is normally given the task of hitting this target through the use of monetary 

policy. In other words the central bank raised interest rates [‘contractionary monetary policy’] if inflation 

appears to be rising beyond the target, and reduces interest rates if inflation appears to be falling below the 

target. 

The key reasoning behind the decision of the incoming Labour government in 1997 to adopt inflation 

targeting and hand control of monetary policy to the Bank of England was precisely to avoid the political 

timetable dictating economic policy. As far back as the 1950s the practice of politicians had been to expand 

the economy just before an election and, after it was safely won, then contract the economy to get inflation 

under control. It was hoped that, by giving the Bank of England a low inflation target, initially of 2.5% pa, this 

would be the best way of encouraging price stability and therefore long-run economic growth. The trade-off 

was to accept that some short-term growth variation around the economic cycle was inevitable. 

Has the policy worked? As we have previously pointed out in Figure 4.2 it has been a spectacular success. 

True, there were suspicions that after the 2008-09 recession the Bank of England allowed inflation to rise 

significantly above its target by keeping interest rates at their record low of 0.5% pa. And that the purpose of 

this was to speed up the recovery, thus ‘giving in’ to political pressure. But the subsequent taming of inflation 

makes the brief inflation peak of 5% pa in 2011 look more like a ‘blip’ than an abandonment of the inflation 

target altogether. 

Risk and the financial sector: an introduction to banks [See 4.5.2, the role of the financial sector] 

The rest of this chapter will be spent looking at the causes of the most recent recession of 2008-09, and asking 

how the government can reduce the risk of such a recession happening again. The starting point is to 

understand how banks operate. The first banks were jewellers, who simply used their strong boxes as an 

additional source of income by offering to look after other people’s gold and silver coins. But it wasn’t long 

before they realised that they could lend out some of the cash that they were storing. Granted, they would not 

then be able to return all their depositors’ cash if required – but it was very unlikely that everyone would ask 

for it all at once. 

Going one step further, jewellers (now banks) realised they could lend out not just the coins themselves but 

also IOUs which promised to pay coins if required. These were considerable easier to carry around than the 

coins themselves – and so the first ‘bank notes’ were put into circulation. So long as everyone trusted the bank 

there was no problem. These IOUs or ‘bank notes’ could at any time be transferred back into silver or gold – 

but for the vast majority of people there would be no point. The bank note was just as acceptable – more 

acceptable even – than the equivalent in actual precious metal. 

Since then the sector has evolved so that Bank of England bank notes are the equivalent of gold and silver 

coins. The commercial banks then lend out money not by issuing paper IOUs, but by their electronic 

equivalent. That is, they simply ‘credit our accounts’ with the amount of money that we wish to borrow. Now 

banks are businesses and the way they make their money is by lending out money and charging interest. So, 

other things equal, the more they lend out the more profits they will make. However, the more they lend out 

the more they run the risk of a run on the bank. As the ratio of actual cash that a bank holds relative to the 
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amount of electronic cash that they have lent out falls – so the risks to them increase. This proportion is 

known as a bank’s cash ratio. The great fear is that bank customers will think the bank is in danger of not 

being able to pay back all the money that has been deposited with it. If customers think this, then the only 

logical response is to get to the front of the queue to take your money out while there is still some left. Once 

the queue begins to form the bank is doomed: customers will see what is happening and rush to withdraw their 

deposits until no cash is left. The bank will have gone bankrupt. 

Do such runs ever happen? There was one in Britain on 14
th
 September 2007 when long queues formed 

outside Northern Rock branches and 40% of all customers’ deposits were withdrawn prompting the 

government to guarantee all customers’ deposits with the bank in order to stem the panic. It was over 140 

years since the last run on a British bank – governments have normally been prudent enough to stop them 

arising in the first place. 

Figure 5.2 Queues outside Northern Rock after the panic of 14
th

 September 2007 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But of course this leads to another problem. If banks know that they will be rescued – bailed out – by the 

government if they lend too much then this reduces their incentive to behave responsibly in the first place. 

This is another example of ‘moral hazard’ that we met in Chapter 1. The aspiring bank executive (and board 

of directors, and shareholders) can say to themselves, “Let’s lend out lots of money. If it mostly gets repaid, 

great, we’ll make large profits. But if it all goes sour on us, never mind. The government will step in to rescue 

us.” 

Risk and the financial sector: in what ways are banks different to other businesses? 

Now businesses go bankrupt all the time without causing a recession. Why should a bank be any different? 

There are three reasons for this. Firstly, if your bank goes bankrupt many of its customers will lose their life 

savings. In contrast, if your local supermarket or gym goes bankrupt its customers are much less exposed. 

Only those who have paid up-front for some good or service are in danger of losing their money, and for most 

that will be relatively small. For example, if you paid for annual gym membership at Christmas and it closed 

down in February you might lose the rest of that year’s subscription, but would be unlikely to lose more. 

Holiday-makers are sometimes stranded overseas when their tour company closes down, but rarely lose more 

than the cost of the holiday. 

Secondly, if one bank goes bankrupt then others are much more likely to follow suit. Customers will re-

examine the trust that they put into banks and some will decide – to be on the safe side – that they had better 

withdraw their money too. And so the dreaded queue forms outside another bank, foretelling its doom. The 

banking sector is, therefore, inextricably interlinked in one connected whole. And in today’s international 
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climate it is entirely possible for the world’s entire banking system to collapse – for all banks to be wiped out 

within a matter of days or hours. This could have happened in 2008. President Bush of the United States 

famously remarked in the September of that year that “this sucker could go down”. This kind of risk, where 

the collapse of one company leads to the failure of the entire industry or even the economy, is called systemic 

risk. This is because the risk is to ‘the system’ – i.e. the industry, or the economy – as a whole. More 

informally, such a company is said to be too big to fail. However, this second description is less than 

accurate. The closure of even a small bank could create systemic risk, while a very large (non-bank) company 

could fail without the slightest danger of contagion spreading to the rest of the sector. As we mentioned 

previously, if one gym (or supermarket) closes down this actually makes it easier for the others to survive: 

they will have one less competitor. 

Thirdly, we have to look at the behaviour of banks if they become worried that they do not hold enough cash 

to meet the demands that might be placed on them. The first thing they will do is to stop lending out any more 

electronic money because that would only worsen its cash ratio. And the problem with that is that no modern 

economy can operate without a banking system that is able and willing to extend credit, in other words to 

lend. That is because so many sectors of the economy depend on it. For example, house building depends 

almost entirely on families being able to borrow money to meet the purchase price. And many retailers rely on 

short-term trade credit to buy the goods they hope to sell. In other words, the banks’ reluctance to lend, 

known as a credit crunch, will lead straight into a major recession. 

Risk and the financial sector:  the global financial crisis of 2007-09 [See 4.5.4, the Global Financial 

Crisis] 

With this background in place, we turn now to the story of the financial crisis of 2007-09. The origin of the 

crisis lay in the USA in the early 2000s where banks had extended substantial loans to the less-well-off to buy 

housing. These dodgy loans are known as sub-prime mortgages because the households borrowing the 

money are not ‘prime’ candidates. Why would the banks do this? Partly because they hoped to make larger 

profits in return for making more risky investments, and partly because the US government encouraged them 

to do so in order to help the less-well-off. With low interest rates and easy borrowing terms demand for 

housing shot up, creating an unsustainable asset bubble as people who would never have thought they would 

be able to buy a home got onto the housing ladder. As all such bubbles do, it eventually burst in 2006 when 

there was a general realisation that property prices were at unsustainable levels. 

As house prices collapsed many home-owners were left in a position of negative equity, where the money 

they owed on their house was more than the value of the house itself. In these circumstances there is little 

incentive to repay the loan. Additionally, the wealth effect led to falling aggregate demand as people felt 

poorer as the value of their house had sunk. Large numbers of people lost their jobs, defaulted on their loans to 

their banks, pushing the banks themselves into financial crisis. And this did not just affect US banks. Large 

numbers of the mortgages had been bundled up and sold on to other banks around the world – who now 

discovered that they were worth a lot less than they paid for them. This was because so many householders 

had stopped their monthly payments. 

With the banking sector in trouble the first thing the banks did was stop lending to each other. This was the 

trigger that precipitated Northern Rock’s collapse. It had grown very fast by lending money to house buyers 

that it had borrowed from other banks: it had very few traditional bank customers of its own, and therefore 

very little cash. When other banks stopped lending to Northern Rock it was forced to go to the Bank of 

England as lender of last resort to maintain its cash holdings at a safe level. It was when news of this request 

was made public on the BBC that the seeds of doubt were sown in the minds of Northern Rock customers, and 

they started taking their money out. 

Banks remained in a weakened position, and the following September 7
th
 (2008) the US government had to 

take over the two biggest mortgage lenders in the USA known as Freddie Mae and Freddie Mac to prevent 
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them going out of business. But the event which turned a crisis into a catastrophe was the decision by the US 

government not to rescue a bank known as Lehman Brothers.
33

 This was a specialist type of bank known as an 

investment bank which offers financial services to companies, but does not take deposits from members of the 

public. Nevertheless it was part of the financial sector, and the fact that the US government was prepared to let 

it go bankrupt naturally undermined the belief that all banks were safe because governments would never let 

even one fail. 

Within a fortnight the US government was forced to make $700 billion available to support troubled banks as 

well as taking over another. In the UK, the government spent £50 billion buying a large stake in the two banks 

most in danger – RBS and HBOS.
34

 And with this, the UK government effectively bought its way out of 

immediate danger. While the financial sector was safe, the credit crunch nonetheless meant that a sharp 

recession was unavoidable, despite the immediate decision to cut interest rates down to the previously 

unheard-of low of 0.5% pa. 

Risk and the financial sector: reducing systemic risk [See 4.5.3, the role of the central bank] 

Who is in charge? 

So can anything be done to reduce, to mitigate, these systemic risks? The organisation responsible for this is 

the Bank of England. It is not only in charge of monetary policy; but also of ensuring that the banking system 

is secure. Naturally this second role has been highlighted since its disastrous failure to prevent the financial 

crisis of 2007-09.
35

 

There are a number of bodies, set up after the last financial crisis, that help the Bank of England in its task: 

 The Bank’s Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA), which directly supervises 1,500 commercial 

banks and other financial institutions. It can directly step in and tell them what to do if it thinks they 

are in danger of creating systemic risk. Its members are drawn from senior Bank officials and outside 

experts, who are usually academic economists. 

 The Bank’s Financial Policy Committee (FPC). Meeting four times a year, its members are – like 

the PRA – senior Bank officials and independent experts. Its task is to ensure the Bank has measures 

in place to prevent systemic risks. If it is not satisfied with the measures in place it can instruct the 

PRA to take action. 

 The Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) guarantees up to £85,000 deposits per 

person per bank. It is funded by regular payments from the financial sector. Effectively these 

payments are insurance premiums. 

What actions can the Bank of England, through the PRA, take? 

1. Insist that banks hold more long-term cash (or capital) so as to improve its cash ratio. This provides a 

larger buffer for the bank if a significant proportion of its borrowers fail to repay.
36

 

2. Run a series of stress tests. These are ‘what if’ scenarios that are designed to see if commercial banks 

could cope with exceptional conditions such as the failure of another major bank, or a 10% reduction 

in GDP due to an extreme recession. Current stress tests as of January 2020 are revolving around 

Brexit scenarios in particular. 

3. Insist on living wills. The largest seven banks have been instructed to produce these by September 

2020. They will be arrangements to ensure that, if a bank does make substantial losses in the future, it 

will not be tax-payers who have to foot the bill as happened in 2007-09. Instead, the banks’ 

shareholders and bond-holders will have to pay for it – while at the same time ensuring a bank can 

wind down its operations without causing any danger to other banks. 
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A current example: Brexit 

How in practice are these new arrangements working out? The FPC and the government (in the person of the 

Chancellor, currently Sajid Javid) regularly exchange open letters to let each other know how safe they think 

the financial sector is. So, for example, in November 2019 the Chancellor wrote to FPC saying:
 37

 

 I welcome ... the FPC’s judgement that most risks to UK financial stability from disruption to cross-border 

financial services in a no-deal Brexit have now been mitigated, and that the core of the UK financial system is 

resilient to, and prepared for, the wide range of risks it could face in such a scenario. 

Then in December 2019 Mark Carney, in his capacity as chairman of the FPC, wrote to the Chancellor:
 38 

  

Even if a protectionist-driven global slowdown were to spill over to the UK at the same time as a worst-case 

disorderly Brexit, the FPC judged that the core UK banking system would be strong enough to absorb, rather 

than amplify, the resulting economic shocks.
 
 

Comment: what is the cost of reducing systemic risk? 

Everything has its price – and reducing risk is no different. Known risks, as we saw in Chapter 1, can be 

shared (or ‘pooled’) through insurance. The FSCS is another example of this approach where the insurance 

premiums are paid by the financial institutions – while waiting for the day when a bank does become bankrupt 

and depositors are paid their up-to-£85,000 deposit. The system is similar to the Air Travel Organisers' 

Licensing scheme (ATOL) whereby the providers of package holidays each pay an insurance premium that is 

used to refund holiday-makers whose tour operator goes bankrupt. And it works. In September 2019 Thomas 

Cook went bankrupt, and ATOL provided the funds to get 150,000 holidaymakers home.
39

 

However, the Bank of England’s assertion that a major bank could similarly go bankrupt in an orderly fashion 

– with depositors protected and contagion to other banks avoided – may be wishful thinking.
40

 One of the 

fascinating details of the last financial crisis is that the event that begun the run on Northern Rock was the 

news that they had approached the Bank of England in its capacity as ‘lender of last resort’. The very 

mechanism that was designed to prevent banking panic actually became the immediate cause of that panic, 

when depositors realised how bad the situation had become. So the idea that NatWest could go bankrupt, the 

FSCS pay out to depositors and all other banks continue to do business unaffected – while the Bank of 

England sat on its hands – is implausible to say the least. 

Of course, commercial banks can always be made safer by insisting on better cash ratios. It is no coincidence 

that the UK bank that first got into difficulties – Northern Rock – was one that had expanded very rapidly 

without much in the way of a cash base from depositors. Banks now have to find more cash and / or lend out 

less. Since cash is by definition in short supply effectively this means that the financial sector has to lend out 

less money and / or impose higher bank charges on their customers. And this in turn means less investment 

and slower economic growth. Of course UK residents could always choose to go to overseas banks with less 

stringent controls – but then they end up in danger of losing their money as happened to British customers 

who put their money in Icelandic banks prior to the financial crisis. Put another way it is always possible for a 

country to grow at breakneck speed by taking risks with its financial sector, but history shows that this 

decision will come back to bite you.  

The alternative is for banking to become more tightly regulated and for stakeholders to pay more for the 

service one way or another. Ultimately someone has to pay – either to make it less likely that a bank will fail 
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in the first place, or to prevent systemic risk if it does. In the financial crisis of 2007-09 the taxpayer ended up 

paying – together, of course, with many hundreds of thousands of financial services employees who ended up 

losing their jobs. Since then, bank customers have ended up paying through consistently higher charges as 

banks have built up their cash reserves. And we all ended up paying through slower growth after the recovery 

due to banks being ultra cautious about lending. If the ‘living will’ project ever works then perhaps 

shareholders and bond-holders will end up paying too. 

Concluding remarks: to what extent is it possible for risk to be reduced? 

However, while the system can be made safer it can never be made risk-free. New dangers arise all the time, 

and they are usually not fully appreciated. Whether a recession happens next year or not is a known 

unknown. We don’t know whether it will happen, but we have a pretty good idea what it might look like if it 

did happen. And we could even use past records to estimate its probability. The Bank of England has a good 

chance or protecting us against the systemic risks that might arise from such an event. 

However, no-one can protect us from the unknown unknowns, that is, the events that have never happened 

before. These are also called black swan events, totally new and improbable events that would have have a 

catastrophic impact if and when they do occur.
41

 For example, what if a hacker produced an unstoppable virus 

that wiped out all internet banking records? Or what if we got involved in a major war and a successful cyber 

attack knocked out the websites of major British banks? Like so many other services, banking has moved 

online over the past couple of decades and that has created huge risks. Even if there is only a 1% - or smaller – 

chance of something like this happening, it it did happen the financial sector could suffer a catastrophic failure 

pushing the economy into a recession of unprecedented severity.  

It is said that soldiers are always planning how they could have won the last war rather than working out what 

the next one might look like. Perhaps the Bank of England is doing the same, working out how to avoid a 

repeat of the last financial crisis rather than creatively anticipating the form that the next one might take. 

Figure 5.3 Summary of risks covered in Chapter 5, and how to reduce the risks 

Type of risk Ways to reduce occurrence, of 

triggering the recession (government) 

Ways to reduce impact of event 

(government) 

Supply-shocks Geo-political strategy Geo-political strategy 

Unintended boom 

and crash 

Better economic forecasting 

 

Inflation targeting 

Systemic risk from 

financial sector 

Prudential control 

Stress tests 

Financial Policy Committee 

Lender of last resort 

Financial Services Compensation 

Scheme (FSCS) 

Unknown 

unknowns 

Creativity and foresight Creativity and foresight 
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Appendix: Questions for thought and discussion 
Many of these questions are more stretching than the ones you will find in this summer’s examination, and are 

designed to stimulate thinking outside the confines of the specification. For practice papers for 2020, see 

http://www.anketelltraining.com/teachers/products/paper_3_practice_papers_2020 

Chapter 1 The meaning and nature of risk and uncertainty 

1.1 Do you think insurable or uninsurable risks are more of a problem for a business? Why? (8) 

1.2 Why do you think people in Britain might take out private health insurance when they have already paid 

their taxes for NHS treatment? (8) 

1.3 Explain the difference between adverse selection and moral hazard by using examples where only one of 

the concepts is applicable. (8) 

Chapter 2 The impact of risk on individuals, and methods of reducing it 

2.1‘The main economic risk that individuals face is that of unemployment.’ Do you agree? (8)  

2.2 Discuss why unemployment might risk greater harm to one person than another. (8) 

2.3 To what extent can the government reduce the risks associated with unemployment? (8) 

Chapter 3 The impact of risk on firms, and methods of reducing it 

3.1 In what way do the most important risks differ for a new start-up and an established multinational? (8) 

3.2 Explain the ways that a company can ‘spread’ unavoidable risks. (8) 

3.3 Should firms always try to reduce the risks they face? Why (not)? (8) 

Chapter 4 The impact of risk on an economy, and methods of reducing it 

4.1 Can governments avoid the risks of recession?  (8) 

4.2 Can governments avoid the risks of inflation? (8) 

4.3 To what extent are supply-side policies better than demand-side policies in avoiding risk? (8) 

Chapter 5 The use of government policy to reduce the risk of a recession 

5.1 To what extent might inflation targeting reduce risk? (8) 

5.2 To what extent might prudential control of commercial banks reduce risk? (8) 

5.3 Is it desirable to reduce risks to the economy? (8) 
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Chapter 1 questions: The meaning and nature of risk and uncertainty 
1.1 Do you think insurable or uninsurable risks are more of a problem for a business? Why? (8) 

The point about insurable risks is that the risk can be pooled through the insurance market. They may, 

therefore, be neutralised for a relatively small annual payment.  For example, buildings insurance is relatively 

cheap, often just a few hundred pounds a year. In return for this, the financial catastrophe a business might 

face if it factory or offices burnt down can be largely avoided. However, care would need to be taken that the 

risk was fully covered. The potential cost would not only be the cost of rebuilding, but also the loss of 

goodwill among existing customers if the business was unable to meet existing orders on time. 

Uninsurable risks form the vast majority of risks that a company faces. A new technology, a new competitor, 

the loss of a key customer or employee can all jeopardise the survival of any enterprise. Managers are paid to 

anticipate and plan for these risks through scenario planning. However, managers must also be willing to take 

calculated risks themselves. Some potential risks are also opportunities. As has been said, ‘the ultimate risk is 

not to take the risk’. Successful companies will not only guard against avoidable risks but also proactively 

seek new markets even when these come with some degree of risk attached.  

1.2 Why do you think people in Britain might take out private health insurance when they have already paid 

their taxes for NHS treatment? (8) 

The NHS works as a form of ‘group insurance’. Everyone pays for it through their taxes, and then everyone 

claims from it when disease strikes. Admired throughout the world, it means that in Britain we do not face the 

same situation as the USA where over half a million people each year become bankrupt when they cannot pay 

their medical bills.  

However, its ‘free at the point of use’ approach is both its great strength but also its great weakness. It is a 

strength because the medical care received is completely unrelated to ability to pay. But it is a weakness 

because goods given away at zero price will experience much more demand than if they had to be paid for. So 

if health care isn’t rationed by price it has to be rationed some other way – and the way used most frequently 

is waiting. This could take the form of waiting for a GP appointment, waiting in A&E to be seen by a doctor, 

waiting for a hip replacement or waiting for cancer treatment to begin. Those with private health insurance 

avoid these waits, and generally get a better service. They have a choice of consultant, a more luxurious 

hospital stay and – crucially – they can choose the timing of their operation. They no more have to wait for 

health care than anyone else has to wait for anything they are paying for. The magic of capitalism works – for 

those with capital. 

1.3 Explain the difference between adverse selection and moral hazard by using examples where only one of 

the concepts is applicable. (8) 

Moral hazard describes a change in behaviour after insurance has been taken out, a change that reflects the 

fact that the personal loss will be much less now that insurance has taken place. For example, someone might 

be less worried about breaking personal items if their ‘contents insurance policy’ covered this. They might 

then be less careful – and not worry so much if their friends used or abused their personal possessions 

knowing that any damage ‘would be covered by insurance’. There is a fine line between moral hazard and 

outright insurance fraud – where a person might actually damage their unwanted goods in order to claim on 

the insurance.  
Adverse selection describes the tendency of people who are more likely than average to suffer from a 

particular change in circumstances to insure against its occurrence. So if, for example, you knew you had a 

family history of diabetes then you would be more likely to take out health insurance which covered this 

condition. For example, if 10% of people develop diabetes health insurers might find that rather more of their 

customers get it – perhaps 15%. However, the insured cohort is unlikely to be subject to moral hazard. No-one 

would want to get diabetes even if they had taken out insurance, and would be unlikely to adopt a less healthy 

lifestyle as a result of having taken out private health insurance. 
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Chapter 2 questions: the impact of risk on individuals, and methods of reducing it 
2.1 ‘The main economic risk that individuals face is that of unemployment’ Do you agree? (8) 

Risk is defined as the possibility of loss; and in the case of economic risk this will be the possibility of 

financial loss, often leading to hardship. Households have regular outgoings, necessary to pay for essentials 

such as accommodation, food and clothing. Most households will have little choice but to set their standard of 

living at a level which can be paid for by their regular income. The loss of that income – leading to 

unemployment – is therefore a significant economic risk. 

However, there are circumstances when individuals face bigger economic risks, either through their own ill-

health or that of a spouse or other close relative. If you become unable to work, either due to long-term 

sickness or due to the need to care for someone else, then you do not count as unemployed as you are no 

longer part of the labour force. In these circumstances you will most likely rely on state benefits, personal 

savings and support from close relatives indefinitely. In these circumstances you may well experience a 

deeper cut in your standard of living than you would through unemployment – because unemployment is most 

commonly a temporary state of affairs lasting six months or less. 

Furthermore, the numbers of long-term sick are comparable with the number of unemployed. In 2019 there 

were 2.1 million in the UK who were economically inactive due to long-term sickness. By contrast, at the 

UK’s current very low unemployment rate of 3.8% only 1.3 million were actively seeking work. 

2.2 Discuss why unemployment might risk greater harm to one person than another. (8) 

An unemployed person is someone is able and willing to work and is actively seeking a job. Behind the basic 

concept lies a wide range of individual circumstances. At one extreme someone might be made redundant 

with generous financial compensation just a few months before he intended to retire, and actually welcome the 

few months of ‘unemployment’ before his pension kicked in. At the other end, the earner in a single-income 

household might lose their job just after buying a house on a mortgage (i.e. borrowed money). 

The risk of harm will be greatest for those who are unemployed for longest. Not only will the immediate 

financial cost be higher, but additionally there is the risk that work skills will erode leading to lower 

productivity and lower pay if and when the spell out of work ends. Those skills might include industry-

specific knowledge and personal contacts but also softer skills like self-confidence, which is also important. 

Risks are also greater for those experiencing the break-up of a significant relationship. One common cause of 

homelessness, after unemployment itself, is a divorce or separation. While in a secure relationship, the 

financial loss caused by unemployment will often be softened by the earnings or savings of a spouse or 

partner. In the event that neither has a job, the sense of obligation towards the other may act as a powerful 

motivator to find work quickly. 

 

2.3 To what extent can the government reduce the risks associated with unemployment? (8) 

Governments can, and in many countries do, reduce the risks of financial hardship through welfare payments, 

particularly in Western Europe. In the UK, National Insurance contributions (NICs) are paid by both employer 

and employee and this tax was originally ring-fenced to pay a fixed weekly amount to those who fell ill, 

retired or became unemployed. However, a welfare state, with its high levels of taxation, can only operate in a 

democracy with popular consent, so the generosity of these benefits is not entirely within government control. 

One reason for the Labour Party’s defeat in the December 2019 election was the widespread perception that 

its ambitious spending plans, not least on welfare, were going to cost taxpayers much more than they were 

willing to contribute. Another way of reducing the financial risks of unemployment is to encourage saving. 

The more savings households have the less financial pressure will be caused by a spell of unemployment. The 

financial ‘cushion’ provided by savings may be a lifeline. Since 1999, people have been allowed to save tax-

free into Individual Savings Accounts (ISAs), currently at the rate of up to £20,000 a year. 

However, while government intervention can do much, it cannot do everything. There is always the risk of 

‘government failure’ where well-meaning attempts to reduce risk end up creating perverse incentives. In 

particular, the generous benefits available in most of Europe during a spell of unemployment may contribute 

to our relatively high levels of unemployment compared with the rest of the world.  
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Chapter 3 questions: the impact of risk on firms, and methods of reducing it 
3.1 In what way do the most important risks differ for a new start-up and an established multinational? (8) 

For new start-ups the most important risk is almost certainly that of survival – or rather failing to survive. 

After all, 60% of businesses fail within the first three years. In their case the biggest risk is simply the 

commercial risk of capitalism – of not enough consumers being prepared to buy the products at a high enough 

price to cover both the financial costs and also the opportunity cost of the entrepreneur’s time. The focus of 

the new start-up is, therefore, on the need to create, execute and then communicate a commercially viable 

selling proposition. 

By contrast the established multinational has passed these early dangers. Their risks are slighter, but 

potentially more serious. Most new start-ups have had only small amounts of money invested in them so the 

costs of failure are correspondingly minor. But a big multinational can lose serious money. It will, therefore, 

employ teams of ‘risk assessors’ looking at everything from exchange rate risk and political risk to scenarios 

involving the kidnap of their employees and disruptive new technologies. But of course, the commercial 

attractiveness of their selling proposition remains at the heart of what any business does – and what risks it 

faces – regardless of its size. 

 

3.2 Explain the ways that a company can ‘spread’ unavoidable risks. (8) 

Many unavoidable risks can be spread through insurance. Very few businesses suffer from fire or subsidence, 

so a low-cost insurance policy is the answer. Then exchange rate risk can in the short-term be avoided through 

buying currencies in forward markets at only a small premium. Indeed, currency traders can, by ‘closing their 

positions’, effectively wipe out the risk for themselves as well as their customers. 

Companies can also spread risk within their own organisations. By diversifying over a range of products and 

markets they minimise the downside of any particular national market or industry sector experiencing a 

downturn. Even a global recession can in part be guarded against by having products with low or negative 

YED (i.e. inferior goods) included as part of the product portfolio.  

Then becoming a limited company is a further way of spreading risk. With this legal format, the risks of 

failure are spread among all stakeholders. Suppliers, employees, customers and even the tax man may all bear 

some of the pain when a joint stock company goes down. Additionally, ownership itself may be spread among 

thousands of people, spreading the risk and the pain of business failure further. No single way of spreading 

risk is better than any other: it depends on the type of risk that needs to be addressed. 

 

3.3 Should firms always try to reduce the risks they face? Why (not)? (8) 

Risk reduction is the often the key to long-term survival. Family companies, for example, often last over many 

generations. Their risk reduction strategy is to build up a high degree of loyalty among family participants 

such that they are committed to keeping the enterprise going through good times and bad so that they have 

something to pass onto their children. One of the saddest aspects of the closure of Barings Bank in 2005 after 

rogue trader Nick Leeson gambled away £800 million of the bank’s money, was the ending of a company 

which had been run by one family for over 230 years. In their case, they had been dazzled by the successful 

risks taken by their top trader in futures markets, betting on movements in the Japanese stock market. In this 

case, a more risk averse attitude would undoubtedly have been advisable. 

However, many companies wouldn’t get anywhere unless they took enormous risks. This is particularly true 

for tech start-ups, which are financed almost entirely from venture capital. The risks are unavoidable – but 

judged acceptable because they are spread out among investors who can afford the losses while waiting for the 

few new enterprises that make spectacular profits. A willingness, therefore, to take calculated risks is a 

necessary part of the make-up of any entrepreneur. Indeed, Charlie Dunstone, founder of Carphone 

Warehouse in 1989, says not going to university helped him to launch his business as it meant he had less to 

lose. But this does not mean they should take silly risks. Richard Branson’s advice on this to the aspiring 

entrepreneur is to think of the worst thing that could possibly happen – and only then go ahead if you think 

you could live with the consequences. 
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Chapter 4 questions: the impact of risk on an economy, & methods of reducing it 
4.1 Can governments avoid the risks of recession?  (8) 

Gordon Brown frequently claimed, before the 2008-09 recession when he was the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, to have ended ‘boom and bust’. And it is true that, since the 1930s, governments have known how 

to respond to recessions using the twin tools of monetary and fiscal policy. As a result, there has been no 

occasion since World War II when the British economy has been stuck in a deep and lengthy recession such as 

was experienced in the 1930s. Expansionary demand management, whether through reducing interest rates or 

taxes, or through increasing government spending, has seen to that. 

However, recessions have kept on coming. The world is an inherently risky and unstable place and no tools of 

macro-economic management can eliminate recessions. For one thing, monetary and fiscal policy takes time 

to work. For example, it is thought that the full impact of a cut in interest rates takes 18-24 months to come 

through. Economic shocks can happen much faster than that. For example, the oil price shock of 1973-74 

when oil prices quadrupled happened within six months. Equally the financial crisis of 2008-09 played out in 

a matter of months. I both cases, recessions were well under way before counter measures could be put in 

place. Then again, sometimes governments consider recessions the lesser of two evils. In both 1980 and 1990 

contractionary monetary policy was used – successfully – to reduce inflation but on both occasions the price 

to be paid for this was a recession. 
 

4.2 Can governments avoid the risks of inflation? (8) 

Britain has avoided double-digit inflation since 1990, and has been particularly successful since the incoming 

Labour government introduced inflation targeting in 1997. By setting the Bank of England the job of keeping 

inflation at 2.5% pa, and by giving it the tools to hit that target in the form of control over interest rates – and 

with the additional tool of quantitative easing – inflation has appeared well and truly under control. In this 

respect our experience mirrors that of Germany. Ever since the disastrous hyperinflation of the 1920s 

Germany has prioritised a low and stable inflation rate. Equally Britain suffered high inflation in the 1970s 

going up to 25% pa. Whilst nowhere near hyper-inflationary levels this was still severe enough for the 

Conservative governments from 1989 to force the country through two recessions in order to squeeze out 

inflationary expectations. 

So it does appear that while governments can by no means avoid all risks they can avoid the risks associated 

with inflation if they are prepared to bear the costs associated with this course of action. And this should not 

be surprising since governments ultimately control the money supply, and hence the value of that money. 

However, the government’s willingness to pay these costs should not be taken for granted. In 2011 inflation 

crept up to 5% pa, well over the 2% pa target. The Bank of England took the view that it was prepared to ‘see 

through’ a period of high inflation to lower inflation beyond – and the reason it was prepared to do this was to 

aid the recovery from the 2008-09 recession. 
 

4.3 To what extent are supply-side policies better than demand-side policies in avoiding risk? (8) 

Supply-side policies are those which are aimed at increasing our productive capacity – our Aggregate Supply 

– rather than our total demand (i.e. Aggregate Demand) for the goods we produce. Supply-side policies are 

inevitably slower-acting than demand management. At its simplest, AD can be fairly rapidly increased by 

cutting taxes or directly increasing government spending. This does mean that, in emergency, demand 

management is better at avoiding risk. For example, after the financial crisis of 2008-09, a drastic cut in 

interest rates from 5% to 0.5% pa helped Britain bounce back from a deep recession within a year. 

However, demand management has its own risks. Key among these is the trade-off between unemployment 

and inflation. Expansionary demand management tends to increase inflation while contractionary demand 

management increases unemployment. By contrast, successful supply-side policies can reduce both 

unemployment and inflation at the same time. By shifting out the AS curve along a stationery AD curve the 

price level on the y-axis will fall, while real GDP on the x-axis (and with it, employment) will rise. Ultimately 

supply-side policies are the only way of achieving long-term expansion, and thereby guard against the risk of 

failing to achieve high and stable economic growth. 
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Chapter 5 questions: the use of government policy to reduce the risk of recession 
5.1 To what extent might inflation targeting reduce risk? (8) 

Inflation targeting is the practice of government of setting an actual number for inflation and then aiming to 

hit it. This is normally done by giving responsibility to the central bank to hit the target, and giving it control 

of monetary policy to achieve the goal. First introduced by New Zealand in the early 1990s it was formally 

adopted by Britain after the Labour election victory of 1997 when the Bank of England was given an RPI 

inflation target of 2.5% pa. Inflation targeting has been enormously successful, both in Britain and elsewhere. 

By giving one institution (i.e. the central bank) sole responsibility for one target – plus control of interest 

rates, the mechanism needed to achieve it – the lines of responsibility are crystal clear. 

However, if inflation is to be kept at a low and stable level then some other part of the economy will have to 

absorb the inevitable shocks, whether these come from the supply-side (as with the oil price shock of 1973-74) 

or the demand-side (as with the financial crisis of 2007-09). The basic AD/AS model suggests that it will be 

real GDP that will have to absorb the shocks instead. If the price level on the y-axis is to be kept more-or-less 

constant then it will be real GDP on the x-axis that oscillates instead. In conclusion, by reducing the risk of 

inflation there is always the danger of increasing the risk of a recession. 
 

5.2 To what extent might prudential control of commercial banks reduce risk? (8) 

Banks make money by lending out money: the more they lend out the bigger the profits they are likely to 

make. The trouble is, the more they lend out the greater the risk they run of a ‘run on the bank’ if depositors 

think the bank may not be able to return all their cash. This risk is a systemic risk because once one bank goes 

under the danger is that there will be a loss of confidence in the financial sector as a whole, and thereby other 

banks could follow suit. Since the financial crash of 2008-09 the Bank of England, in common with other 

central banks, has ramped up its prudential control of the sector. Commercial banks are regularly subjected to 

‘stress tests’. These are ‘what if’ scenarios designed to see whether banks have enough cash in reserve in a 

variety of situations – for example, in the event of a disorderly Brexit. When banks fail a stress test they are 

normally instructed to increase their capital (cash) reserves. 

How successful will this control be? It is impossible to say until it is tested in ‘real life’ – until some political, 

economic, military – or cyber – catastrophe actually happens. However, we should not be too optimistic about 

what prudential control can achieve. While, for example, it can reduce the risk of a bank becoming bankrupt 

this is only achievable by increasing the risk of slower economic growth or even a recession. One reason why 

recovery from the 2008-09 recession was so slow is that banks were unwilling to lend while they built up their 

cash reserves. If one risk is mitigated often another risk (in this case a recession) springs up to take its place. 
 

5.3 Is it desirable to reduce risks to the economy? (8) 

We all thirst for certainty. It is more comforting not to be made redundant, not to be seriously ill, not to see 

your company go bankrupt, not to see your savings wiped out by inflation, not to suffer relationship 

breakdown and not to see your bank disappear with your savings. But – sticking with the economic risks – we 

need to be careful what we ask for. All too often the mitigation of some risks leads to the explosion of others. 

For example, Keynes’ explanation in the 1930s of how to avoid recessions (i.e. through the use of 

expansionary demand management) ultimately led to the runaway inflation of the 1970s. Or the more recent 

supply-side policies of the 2010s have successfully reduced the risk of unemployment but have replaced it 

with the risk of low-paid, insecure zero-hours contracts. Then again, the free-market global economic 

expansion has substantially reduced global poverty – but has also generated a ‘climate emergency’. 

Of course there are some risks that may be sensibly ‘pooled’ through insurance. Very unlikely but costly 

events such as your house burning down or the premature death of the main family earner can sensibly be 

spread out through insurance where everyone pays small premiums which are redistributed to the unlucky 

few. But outside these specific types of risk we cannot avoid the hard work of economic analysis and research 

before we think we have come up with a means of reducing one type of risk without increasing another. 

*** 
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